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Historically, Special Operations Forces (SOF) have been largely in the shadows,  

not only by the nature of what they do, but also because the conventional  

military never really accepted them as a mainstream capability. This changed  

dramatically in the post-9/11 era due to the employment of SOF in the war  

on terror in Afghanistan, Iraq and throughout the globe. This shift into the 

light has been exemplified in the Canadian experience. While, importantly, this  

nation has conducted “special operations” since its inception, many, if not most,  

Canadians remain unaware of this rich history. We Will Find a Way: The Canadian 

Special Operations Legacy addresses this deficit by providing a historical glimpse  

of Canada’s special operations experience and, in so doing, helps to expose  

the foundation of contemporary special operations which are rooted in the 

achievements of the individuals and organizations that paved their way.
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FOREWORD

It is with great pleasure that I introduce We Will Find a Way: The Canadian Special 
Operations Legacy. This publication is intended to provide individuals with back-
ground knowledge on Canada’s Special Operations and Special Operations Forces 
(SOF) legacy. Prior to 9/11, the global narrative of Special Operations Forces (SOF) 
had largely been relegated to the margins of the historical record. Yet, with the more 
visible employment of SOF in the War on Terror waged in Afghanistan, Iraq and 
other parts of the world, SOF have been increasingly removed from the shadows. 
This shift into the light has been exemplified in the Canadian experience. While, 
importantly, this nation has conducted “special operations” since its inception, 
many, if not most, Canadians remain unaware of this rich history. We Will Find a 
Way: The Canadian Special Operations Legacy addresses this deficit by providing a 
historical glimpse at Canada’s special operations experience and, in so doing, helps 
to expose the foundation of contemporary special operations which are rooted in 
the achievements of the individuals and organizations that paved their way. As 
such, this latest Canadian Special Operations Forces Command (CANSOFCOM) 
Education & Research Centre (ERC) publication is another step toward capturing 
and promulgating the history of Canada’s special operations experience.  

As always, our intent at the ERC is to provide interesting educational material 
that will assist individuals in the Command, as well as those external to it, learn 
more about human behaviour, special operations, and military theory and practice.  
I hope you find this publication informative and of value to your operational role. 
In addition, it is intended to spark discussion, reflection and debate. Please do not 
hesitate to contact the ERC should you have comments or topics that you would 
like to see addressed as part of the CANSOFCOM publication series.

Dr. Emily Spencer 
Director  
CANSOFCOM ERC
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INTRODUCTION

In August of 2014, the former Commander of the United States Special Operations 
Command (USSOCOM), Admiral Bill McRaven, declared that we are currently in 
the “Golden Age of SOF.”1 His statement is easily understood. Special Operation 
Forces (SOF) were well-recognized by the public and politicians, and for the most 
part highly respected as the country’s premier warriors. A myriad of books, video 
games, Hollywood blockbusters and TV shows were dedicated to uncovering 
these shadow warriors. Moreover, strategic analysts, scholars, as well as political  
decision-makers, spoke of SOF in terms of “Force of Choice” and “SOF Power.” Yet, 
SOF have not always existed in the limelight. In fact, for the greatest part of SOF’s 
evolution, they have been shunted to the periphery and marginalized as a military 
capability. Their increased recognition, arguably, only began in the late-1980s and 
early-1990s after the creation of USSOCOM and its performance in the Gulf War, 
as well as the subsequent period of turmoil in the aftermath of 9/11, the tragic 
terrorist attack on the twin towers of the World Trade Center in New York City  
of 11 September 2001.   

The Canadian experience mirrored that of the Americans and most other Western 
industrialized countries. Canada’s special operations and SOF legacy were little 
known prior to 9/11. In fact, in October 2001, the Canadian Minister of National 
Defence (MND) was repeatedly criticized by the media for the perceived failure 
of Canada to do enough to assist “our” American brethren in Afghanistan in the 
aftermath of the attack in New York. During one such scrum, the MND finally re-
vealed that Canada was indeed helping. Moreover, he made mention that Canadian 
“commandos” were actually supporting the American effort in theatre.

This revelation came as a shock to most Canadians. Few actually knew that Canada 
possessed “commandos” or more accurately SOF. Additionally, the newly gained 
knowledge that such special troops were in action was enough to quiet the outcry. 
Nonetheless, the larger issue still remained, who were these shadow warriors? Their 
existence up until that point had been a well-guarded secret. Neither Canadians, 
nor anyone else for that matter, knew much about Joint Task Force Two (JTF 
2), much less any other of the Canadian organizations that had existed and had  
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conducted special operations in the country’s history. Little did most know that 
Canada had a remarkable and rich special operations legacy.

Significantly, Canada’s special operations and SOF institutions can be traced back 
to the Ranger tradition of colonial North America where raiding, or “direct action,” 
as well as special reconnaissance allowed the embryonic Canadian nation to punch 
above its weight and achieve strategic impact through tactical action. The national 
SOF legacy continued in the Second World War with a number of specialized units 
and into the Cold War period in the form of the Canadian Airborne Regiment. 

The Canadian SOF (CANSOF) more modernized form was created in 1986, with 
the creation of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) Special Emergency 
Response Team (SERT), which was established as a hostage rescue unit. In 1993, 
the role was taken over by the military and was recreated as JTF 2. The military 
evolved the hostage rescue unit into a Tier One SOF organization. In 2005, the Chief 
of the Defence Staff, General Rick Hillier, decided that as part of the continuing 
transformation of the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) he would create what would 
virtually become a fourth service, a Canadian Special Operations Forces Command 
(CANSOFCOM).2 “We intend,” he declared on 19 April 2005, “on bringing JTF 2, 
along with all the enablers that it would need, to conduct operations successfully 
into one organization, one commander, one organization.”3 

As such, on 1 February 2006, his vision was realized with the stand-up of 
CANSOFCOM, an independent SOF Command, within the CAF. This volume 
provides a window into the Canadian special operations and SOF experience  
and legacy. 
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SOF operator in the Arctic.

CANSOFCOM
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CHAPTER 1
THE RANGER TRADITION

The Canadian public has become more attuned to SOF as a result of their coverage 
in Afghanistan post 9/11. In fact, the revelation of an elite Canadian counter- 
terrorist unit only became widespread knowledge as a result of a media disclosure 
that they were deploying to Afghanistan in support of the American effort. However, 
the nation’s SOF legacy runs deep. After all, nothing embodies the idea of daring 
special operations more than the practice of la petite guerre by the French-Canadian 
raiders during the struggle for colonial North America.4 Facing a harsh climate, 
unforgiving terrain and intractable and savage enemies, the intrepid Canadian 
warriors personified boldness, courage, cunning and tenacity. Their fearless forays 
and daring raids behind enemy lines struck terror in the hearts of their Native 
antagonists, as well as the British and American colonists and soldiers. In fact, for 
an extended period of time, these tactical actions had a strategic effect on the bitter 
struggle for North America.

“Terrorizing the Frontier.”

Artwork by Katherine Taylor
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Schooled in the vicious war of annihilation with the Iroquois in the 17th Century, 
the French-Canadians developed a class of fighters who were able to adapt to the 
new style of warfare required in the New World.5 Moreover, they demonstrated an 
intellectual and tactical agility that made them unsurpassed in “raiding” and what 
would later be dubbed commando operations. Their emphasis on stealth, speed, vi-
olence of action, physical fitness and courage, as well as operations with indigenous 
allies created a force that successfully wreaked havoc on their enemy.

This capability, much to the misery of the English, was consistently displayed as the 
two competing European powers increasingly fought for control of North America. 
Quite simply, the French consistently relied on the outnumbered Canadians to hold 
onto French territory through their proficient execution of their distinct Canadian 
way of war, specifically small parties of experienced coureur de bois and partisans 
who conducted dangerous scouts, ambushes and raids in English territory.6 As such, 
raids against the English in Hudson’s Bay in 1686, the Seneca in New York in 1687, 
the Iroquois in 1693 and 1696, and a number of devastating strikes against English 
settlements such as Casco, Deersfield, Haverhill, Salmon Falls and Schenectady 
during a succession of wars from 1688 to 1761 provided proof of the effectiveness 
of the French-Canadian raiders who specialized in the conduct of lightning strikes 
behind enemy lines. 

“French-Canadian Raider and Native Allies.”

Artwork by Silvia Pecota
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Many French and Canadian leaders, particularly those with extended exposure to 
the North American manner of war, or those born and raised in Canada, came to 
reject the conventional European manner of making war. Rather, they believed that 
the optimum war fighting technique was achieved by a mixed force that included 
the military strengths of regulars (e.g. courage, discipline, tactical acumen) with 
those of the volunteers and Indians (e.g. endurance, familiarity with wilderness 
navigation and travel, marksmanship) who relied more on initiative, independent 
action and small unit tactics than on rigid military practices and drills. The effec-
tiveness of the Canadians was evidenced in the fear they created in their enemies. 
British generals and numerous contemporary English accounts conceded that  
the Canadian raiders “are well known to be the most dangerous enemy of any... 
reckoned equal, if not superior in that part of the world to veteran troops.”7 

The impact of the French-Canadian raiders was immense. One British colonel con-
fided, “I am ashamed that they have succeeded in all their scouting parties and 
that we never have any success in ours.”8 This state of affairs continually blinded 
the British Command and deprived them of intelligence of French preparations 
or plans. Understandably, this often led to poor and untimely decisions laden with 
unfortunate consequences, whether the ambush of a British column or the loss of 
a strategic fort.9 Moreover, the constant depredations, ambushes and raids of the 
Canadians and their Indian allies caused a constant material and economic drain 
on the British. But equally important, they created an overwhelming psychological 
and moral blow against the Anglo-American colonies. The British forces seemed 
unable to strike back. It was a constant series of defeats, thwarted campaigns and 
offensives, and devastated colonies. The Canadians and Indians would appear  
everywhere as phantoms in hit and run attacks, leaving in their wake smouldering 
ruins and the mutilated bodies of the dead and dying. Despite their small numbers, 
they consistently inflicted an unproportionally high number of casualties on the 
enemy. The end result was an utterly paralyzing effect on the English combatants 
and colonists alike.10  

The unmitigated success of the French-Canadians raiders forced the British to de-
velop a similar capability of their own. One of the first efforts was in 1744, in the 
North American theatre of operations, as part of the larger War of the Austrian 
Succession (1740-1748). During this conflict the British presence in the Maritimes 
was once again prey to the marauding Abenakis and Micmac Indian war parties 
that were aligned with the French. As a result, an “independent corps of rangers,” 
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also known as the corps of Nova Scotia Rangers, was raised in New England. Two 
companies were recruited and deployed to Annapolis, Nova Scotia in July 1744 
to reinforce the garrison. In September, a third company arrived led by Captain  
John Goreham. 

Goreham’s command was composed of 60 Mohawks and Metis warriors. Familiar 
with the Indian way of war, they swiftly engaged the French and their Native allies. 
Massachusetts Governor William Shirley commended Goreham and his Rangers 
for their success, stating that “the garrison is now entirely free from alarms.”11 The 
majority of the companies later returned to Massachusetts where they originated, 
leaving Captain Goreham and his company to patrol Nova Scotia alone from 
1746-1748. Their success was such that Shirley wrote, “the great service which 
Lieut. Colonel Gorham’s [sic] Company of Rangers has been of to the Garrison at 
Annapolis Royal is a demonstration of the Usefulness of such a Corps.”12

Goreham’s Rangers continued to serve on the volatile frontier. Prior to the onset 
of the French and Indian War, also known in its global context as the Seven Years 
War (1756-1763), Goreham’s rangers were used to protect the British settlements 
in Nova Scotia against Indian raids. However, with the official outbreak of the war, 
they became increasingly involved in military operations specifically because of 
their expertise at irregular warfare.13 

Despite their success, the status of Goreham’s Rangers was eclipsed by another 
British effort aimed at matching the effectiveness of the French-Canadian raiders in 
the strategically important Lake Champlain theatre of operations. What the British 
eventually created was the legendary Rogers Rangers. In the early stages of the war, 
when fortunes seemed to be against the British, Robert Rogers’ knowledge and 
experience with the “haunts and passes of the enemy and the Indian method of 
fighting” soon brought him to the attention of his superior, Major-General William 
Johnson.14 By the fall of 1755, Rogers was conducting dangerous scouts deep behind 
enemy lines. Rogers’ efforts soon earned him an overwhelming reputation. These 
efforts also led Major-General William Shirley, then the Commander-in-Chief of 
the British Army in North America, to argue, “It is absolutely necessary for his 
Majesty’s Service, that one Company at least of Rangers should be constantly em-
ploy’d in different Parties upon Lake George and Lake Iroquois [Lake Champlain], 
and the Wood Creek and Lands adjacent...to make Discoveries of the proper Routes 
for our own Troops, procure Intelligence of the Enemy’s Strength and Motions, 
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destroy their out Magazines and Settlements, pick up small Parties of their Battoes 
upon the Lakes, and keep them under continual Alarm.”15 

“Major Robert Rogers.”

By the winter of 1756, Rogers’ bold forays with his small band of unofficial rangers 
behind enemy French lines were regularly reported in newspapers throughout the 
colonies. They provided a tonic to a beleaguered English frontier. In March 1756, 
Major-General Shirley ordered Rogers to raise a 60-man independent ranger com-
pany that was separate from both the provincial and regular units. Accordingly, 
it was titled His Majesty’s Independent Company (later Companies) of American 
Rangers. His unit was directed to scout and gain intelligence in the Lake Champlain 
theatre, as well as “distress the French and their allies by sacking, burning and 
destroying their houses, barns, barracks, canoes, battoes...to way-lay, attack, and 
destroying their convoys of provisions by land and water.”16 

The reputation and accomplishments of the rangers soon had an impact on British 
officers. All wanted rangers to accompany their expeditions as a foil against  

Artwork by Katherine Taylor
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the enemy’s Canadians and Indians, as well as the rangers’ ability to navigate and 
survive in the merciless wilderness. Without doubt, Rogers’ Rangers, as they be-
came universally known, brought to life the ranger tradition in North America and 
ensured it would forever endure. Their deeds and prowess have with time become 
legendary, even if not fully deserved. Nonetheless, the Rangers, led by the very 
adventurous, courageous, and exceptionally tough Robert Rogers, created a very 
romantic image that seemed to both symbolize, as well as define, the strength of the 
North American Ranger. 

Ironically, Rogers was repeatedly bested by his Canadian counterparts and normal-
ly suffered horrendous casualties. Generals Jeffrey Amherst and Thomas Gage con-
sidered the Canadians, owing to their skill and discipline superior to the American 
Rangers.17 In addition, throughout this period, Goreham’s Rangers were also active. 
In 1758, they played an important part in the capture of the strategic Fortress of 
Louisbourg and a year later assisted in the expedition against Quebec. In fact, at the 
end of the conflict the British Command appraised Goreham’s Rangers, although 
rarely mentioned, as the most highly rated ranger organization employed during 
the war.18 

Certainly, the Canadian and American rangers established a tradition that depicted 
an adventurous, if not daring, attitude that was overly aggressive and always offen-
sively minded.  This ranger tradition that was created also embodied the concept 
of individuals who were seen as mavericks to the conventional military institution 
and mentality. In essence, men who were adaptable, robust and unconventional 
in their thinking and war fighting. Ultimately, men who could persevere in the 
greatest hardships and despite an inhospitable environment and merciless enemy, 
achieve mission success.19 
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CHAPTER 2
STRENGTH FROM WEAKNESS:  
THE WORLD WAR II EXPERIENCE 

While the tenacious spirit represented by the Ranger Tradition would remain  
with Canada’s warriors and be resurrected in future generations, the more con-
temporary component of Canada’s special operations/SOF legacy coincided with 
the explosion of special operations forces at the commencement of World War II 
(WWII). In essence, modern day SOF are largely a phenomenon of this era. They 
were largely born in crisis from a position of weakness. In the immediate aftermath 
of the early German victories, particularly after their expulsion from the European 
continent in May/June 1940, the Allies found themselves devoid of major equip-
ment, of questionable military strength, in possession of an obsolete doctrine and 
on the defensive throughout the world.20 As such, SOF were created to fill a specific 
gap in military capability.  

Despite the still smouldering British equipment on the beaches of Dunkirk, the 
combative new Prime Minister, Winston Churchill, declared in the British House 
of Commons on 4 June 1940, “we shall not be content with a defensive war.”21 He 
was well aware that to win a war meant ultimately offensive action. Moreover, only 
through offensive action could an army provide the needed confidence and bat-
tle experience to its soldiers and leaders. Additionally, only offensive action could 
sustain public and military morale. Finally, offensive action represented a shift 
in initiative. By striking at the enemy, inherently an opponent is forced to take  
defensive measures, which represent a diversion of scarce resources.

That afternoon, Churchill penned a note to his Chief of Staff of the War Cabinet 
Secretariat, General Hastings Ismay. “We are greatly concerned ...with the dangers 
of the German landing in England,” he wrote, “... why should it be thought impos-
sible for us to do anything of the same kind to them?” He then added, “We should 
immediately set to work to organize self-contained, thoroughly-equipped raiding 
units.”22 After all, pondered Churchill, “how wonderful it would be if the Germans 
could be made to wonder where they were going to be struck next, instead of  
forcing us to try to wall in the island and roof it over!”23 
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On 6 June, Churchill sent yet another missive to Ismay. “Enterprises must be pre-
pared,” he wrote, “with specially trained troops of the hunter class who can develop 
a reign of terror down these coasts, first of all on the butcher and bolt policy.” He 
vividly described, “There comes from the sea a hand of steel that plucks the German 
sentries from their posts.”24 He then curtly directed that the “Joint Chiefs of the 
Staff to propose me measures for a vigorous, enterprising, and ceaseless offensive 
against the whole German-occupied coastline.” He added the requirement for deep 
inland raids that left “a trail of German corpses behind.”25  

Special Operations Executive (SOE)
As a direct result of Churchill’s urging, as well as those of a select few other senior 
military champions during the early years of the war, a plethora of SOF units and 
organizations such as the Special Operations Executive (SOE), the Commandos, the 
Long Range Desert Group (LRDG), the Special Air Service (SAS), the First Special 
Service Force (FSSF), and the American Rangers, to name a few, emerged creating 
a means to strike back at the seemingly invincible German military machine. One 
of the first unconventional efforts was the creation of the SOE, which was a British 
secret service organization intended to promote sabotage and subversion, as well 
as covert intelligence gathering, in enemy occupied territory. It was formed in July 
1940, in the aftermath of the disastrous retreat from Dunkirk as England braced 
itself for the seemingly inevitable invasion. It was designed as a “full scale secret 
service, the mere existence of which could not be admitted either to Parliament or 
to the press.”26 The SOE became responsible for “all operations of sabotage, secret 
subversive propaganda, the encouragement of civil resistance in occupied areas, 
the stirring up of insurrection, strikes, etc., in Germany or areas occupied by her.”27

The Canadian connection was not long in coming.28 Shortly after its creation, the 
SOE queried the senior Canadian Commander overseas, Major-General A.G.L. 
McNaughton, for Canadian volunteers. Specifically they were looking for French-
Canadians for service in France, Canadians of Eastern European descent for the 
Balkans and Chinese Canadians for Far East operations. Clearly, the racial, lin-
guistic and cultural attributes, and knowledge of these volunteers would provide 
the SOE with, in many aspects, ready-made operatives. Inculcating the specific 
technical skills would just be a matter of training.

The Canadian volunteers, like the remainder of the men and women trained to 
serve in the SOE during WWII “were quickly made to forget all thoughts about 
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Queensbury rules and so-called ‘gentlemanly’ warfare….[and they] were taught a 
vast range of sabotage techniques and bizarre methods of killing.”29 Moreover, they 
were thoroughly trained in advising, arming and assisting members of the various 
resistance movements in the enemy-occupied countries. 

“Midnight Rendezvous.”

As much of the art and science of SOF was in its infancy, it is not surprising that 
SOE selection was initially inefficient. At the beginning, it consisted of a three- to 
four-week selection/training course that SOE senior leaders eventually assessed as 
too leisurely and ineffective. Many of those on course were failed out at the end of 
the process which proved a waste of time and resources. Therefore, by July 1943 a 
four-day selection course (student assessment board (SAB)) was developed that 
applied a variety of psychological and practical tests to candidates over a four-day 
period. In this manner, they screened questionable volunteers out early. The SAB 
took less time and provided better results.  

Successful volunteers went through several phases of training. The first phase fo-
cused on ensuring all operatives were in top physical condition. In addition, the 
course provided all with an in-depth proficiency with Allied and German small 

Artwork by Katherine Taylor
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arms, as well as expertise in explosives and demolition work. The first phase also 
provided instruction in the recognition of German uniforms and equipment. The 
next stage of training was conducted at the commando training centre in Arisaig, 
in the Western highlands of Scotland near the Isle of Skye. This phase provided rig-
orous field training and live fire exercises. Following the commando training came 
parachute qualification in Manchester, England. At the termination of qualification 
training, operatives were then separated according to their respective skills and 
sent to specialized training centres.

The Canadian connection to the SOE went beyond the volunteers who served in 
the organization. It also extended to the establishment of Special Training School 
(STS) 103 or Camp X, which was located on secluded farmland outside of Whitby, 
Ontario. The camp served two functions. The first was to train personnel recruited 
in Canada, such as French-Canadians and refugees from Eastern Europe for service 
with the SOE in Europe. The second function was to give top secret assistance to 
the American foreign intelligence service, an activity that could not be done in the 
United States (U.S.) as long as the U.S. remained neutral in the war.30

Front gate of Camp X.

Camp X was the first secret-agent training establishment in North America. It 
opened on 9 December 1941, and trained individuals according to their cultural 
groups. The officers, less the camp adjutant, were all British, however, the senior 
non-commissioned officers were all Canadian. Camp X closed on 20 April 1944.

Courtesy Lynn Philip Hodgson
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Throughout the war approximately 227 Canadians served in the SOE in the various 
theatres of the conflict. In addition, Canadian Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) 
personnel and those posted to Royal Air Force (RAF) units also served in the Special 
Duty Squadrons used to drop weapons and insert and extract SOE personnel.31 

The value of the SOE was immense. In a Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary 
Force (SHAEF) report to the Combined Chiefs of Staff on 18 July 1945, General 
Dwight “Ike” Eisenhower’s staff noted, “without the organization, communications, 
training and leadership which SOE supplied…resistance [movements] would have 
been of no military value.”32 

“Drop into France.”

Courtesy Lynn Philip Hodgson
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Furthermore, the report emphasized:

SOE operations made a substantial contribution to the victory of the 
Allied Expeditionary Force. Widespread and continuous sabotage action 
against railways and telecommunications supplemented the air effort 
and completed the confusion of the enemy. The four types of activity 
which paid military dividends were:

a.  Railways. These proved to be the most vulnerable targets for attack, 
resulting in an appreciable delay in the arrival of enemy divisions 
in the beach-head area and a marked slowing up of the moves of 
divisions from Norway.

b. Diversions. Harassing guerrilla tactics in outlying districts induced 
the increased use and dispersion of protective and internal security 
troops as well as the use of field forces for punitive expeditions. 

c. Prevention of demolitions. Although only a small percentage of pre-
pared plans could be carried out, we reaped such a rich harvest from 
the few which were effective, that the overall effort was warranted. 

d. Manpower for the Allied Expeditionary Force. Immediately on lib-
eration disciplined and equipped forces were available for military, 
para-military and information duties.33  

In the end, undisputedly, the SOE was a unique wartime creation that represented 
innovation, adventure and a fanaticism by its personnel to the Allied cause. With 
extreme courage, tenacity, guile and an underlying “the end justifies the means” 
approach to war, the SOE, in consonance with Churchill’s directive and with an 
ever-present Canadian nexus, set Europe ablaze.

Viking Force
The SOE was not the only innovative, unconventional effort. In a remarkable display 
of military efficiency, by 8 June 1940, two days after Churchill’s directive, General 
Sir John Dill, the Chief of the Imperial General Staff, received approval for the cre-
ation of the Commandos and that same afternoon, Section M.O. 9 of the War Office 
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(later to be replaced by Combined Operations Command) was established. Four 
days later, Churchill appointed Lieutenant-General Sir Alan Bourne, the Adjutant-
General of the Royal Marines as “Commander of Raiding Operations on Coasts in 
Enemy Occupation and Advisor to the Chiefs of Staff on Combined Operations.”34

The men drawn to the Commando idea very quickly coalesced the concept that was 
expected. Raiding was their primary role. In essence, they were to be trained to be 
“hard hitting assault troops” who were capable of working in cooperation with the 
Navy and Air Force. As such, they were expected to capture strong points, destroy 
enemy services, neutralize coastal batteries and wipe out any designated enemy 
force by surprise as detailed by higher headquarters.35 They were also told that they 
would have to become accustomed to longer hours, more work and less rest than 
the other members of the armed forces. 

Predictably, the concept of commandos attracted a like-minded group of aggres-
sive, action-orientated individuals who quickly shaped the essence of the comman-
do idea. “There was a sense of urgency, a striving to achieve an ideal, an individual 
determination to drive the physical body to the limit of endurance to support a 
moral resolve,” one veteran officer explained. “The individual determination,” he 
added, “was shared by every member of the force, and such heights of collective 
idealism are not often reached in the mundane business of soldiering.”36 Together 
they forged a “commando spirit” that comprised of determination; enthusiasm and 
cheerfulness, particularly under adverse conditions; individual initiative and self- 
reliance; and finally, comradeship.37

Canada was initially slow to react to the commando concept. Moreover, its  
commitment to creating an elite Commando unit in World War II did not last 
very long, betraying the nation’s underlining sentiment towards SOF type units. In 
fact, the creation of the Canadian “Viking Force” was actually a response to public  
criticism at home and the opportunity the British raiding program provided.  
Major-General Harry D.G. Crerar, reacting to public criticism and government 
pressure to get Canadian troops into the fray, since they had been in England for 
almost two years and had still not engaged in battle with the enemy, took the initia-
tive as the acting Commander of the Canadian Corps and spoke to his immediate 
superior, Lieutenant-General Bernard Law Montgomery, Commander 12 Corps 
and responsible for home defence of Britain, about utilizing Canadian troops in a 
commando role. 
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Canadian Commandos scaling cliffs during training.

Photographer Lt. Royal.  LAC, PA 213630
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Montgomery was not a proponent of SOF forces but he did see raiding as a means  
to instill offensive spirit and combat experience within his Command. “These raids,” 
he wrote, “even though quite small, are going to give us the opportunity of training 
our commanders, and staffs in the planning and conduct of actual battle ventures, 
and our regimental officers and men will begin to smell the battle atmosphere.”38 

As a result, Crerar did not have a hard sell. “I believe that occasions will increas-
ingly present themselves for small raids across the Channel opposite the Army 
front,” Crerar argued. He added, “in default of a reputation built up in battle the 
[Canadian] Corps undoubtedly would receive great stimulus if, in the near future 
it succeeded in making a name for itself for its raiding activities – a reputation 
which, incidentally, it very definitely earned for itself in the last war.”39 Montgomery 
replied, “your men should be quite first class at raiding” and he gave Crerar the 
green light to run Canadian raiding activities from the port of Newhaven.40 In fact, 
Montgomery went so far as to say, “We want to get every platoon in every battalion 
highly trained in the art of raiding as soon as possible.”41

Crerar lost no time and on 6 March 1942 discussed raiding operations with the 
Director Combined Operations, Lord Louis Mountbatten. Mountbatten was ini-
tially reluctant to accept Canadian participation in raiding because he felt that it 
would dilute the role of the British Commandos who had a monopoly on the ac-
tivity. However, Mountbattten was well attuned to political realities and made an 
exception. He laid out two conditions for the Canadians:

a. that ample time should be allowed for proper organization and training – 
this was stated to be six to eight weeks; and

b. that the enterprise should be known only to the Corps Commander 
and BGS [Brigadier-General (Staff)] and a limited number of his own 
(Mountbatten’s) staff.42      

That afternoon a second meeting between Crerar, BGS Guy Simonds and Brigadier 
J.C. Haydon, Commander Special Service Force (SSF), or Commandos, transpired.43 
In this forum the senior officers present reached a decision to create a Canadian 
commando unit of 200 men, who were to start training by mid-March. 

The Canadian Commando unit, named Viking Force, was based on 2nd Division. 
Within a fortnight 267 volunteers from the division were training at Seaford in the 
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muddy estuary of the Cuckmere River in Sussex. The Viking Force organization 
was based on a British Commando but built on a smaller scale. The headquarters 
section was led by a major and comprised 24 all ranks. A further 36 officers and 
men staffed the support squadron (i.e. intelligence, signals and medical sections). 
The remaining 130 personnel were divided into two troops each consisting of five 
officers and 60 men. The Viking Force placed heavy emphasis on firepower. In 
addition to the standard .303 Lee Enfield rifle, each troop carried four Bren light 
machine guns and eight Thompson sub-machine guns, as well as two anti-tank 
rifles and a two inch mortar.

Within days of the commencement of training instructors whittled the large group 
of volunteers down to its official strength of 190 all ranks. From 4 April 1942, per-
sonnel from the British Commandos joined the men of Viking Force to increase 
the intensity of the training and begin to turn them into hardened commandos. 
The commanding officer (CO) responsible for whipping the Canadian neophyte 
commandos into shape was Major Brian McCool of the Royal Regiment of Canada. 

During the last half of April 1942, training intensified. It now included speed 
marches with weapons and 27 kilogram (60 pound) rucksacks, river crossings, leap-
ing from crags into sand pits 15 feet below, cliff climbing and night manoeuvres. 
During these training exercises if the men did not get back to the beaches in time 
to be ferried to the mother ship they had to swim back with their full equipment.44 

On 30 April, Montgomery visited Major-General Andrew McNaughton, the 
Canadian Corps Commander, and they agreed that the Canadians should form 
the main striking force for a planned raid on the French port of Dieppe. That same 
day McNaughton’s headquarters issued a training instruction to enlarge the scale 
of combined operations training. This new direction was designed to cover the 
training of 4 and 6 Brigades for the large conventional raid planned on Dieppe. 
Therefore, before Viking Force was even fully established, BGS Simonds had already 
laid the blueprint for their demise. “Personnel of detachments which have com-
pleted [combined operations/commando] training in accordance with Instruction  
No. 7,” he ordered, “will be returned to parent units and employed as a cadre to 
develop combined operations techniques within the latter.”45

As a result, Viking Force became swept up in the preparations for Operation Rutter 
(i.e. the Dieppe Raid) and the intensive training that had been reserved for the elite 
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of Viking Force was now extended to the entirety of 4 and 6 Brigades. Quite simply, 
Major McCool and his cadre became instructors for the others. In this regard, from 
the end of May to the beginning of July the Viking Force cadre became key to the 
efforts to help 4 and 6 Brigades master the rigours of amphibious warfare. 

Amphibious Assault training.

However, with the emphasis on conventional forces to take over the raiding role it 
was not surprising that Crerar wrote on 4 June 1942, “The opportunity to land on 
enemy shores may not long be denied us.” He added, “The training of detachments, 
units and formations of the Canadian Corps, with this end in view has already 
proceeded some distance…It is the intention that it shall be carried through to the 
stage when every formation of the Corps is thoroughly capable of taking full part 
in operations involving the landing on beaches in enemy occupation, and the rapid 
seizure and development of ‘bridgeheads.’” He ended his missive with a revealing, 
“There must be no need for the Canadian Corps to call upon outside, and special 
‘Commando’ units for assistance in initial beach-landing operations.”46 

The new Canadian approach was a polar opposite to the original intent. Viking 
Force had been intended as a hard-hitting group of specially trained raiders whose 

Photographer Captain Frank Royal, DND/LAC, PA 113245
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job was to inflict damage on the enemy in limited operations using surprise as 
a major element and then employing their skills to withdraw before the enemy 
had time to recover. Diluted among the battalions in 4 and 6 Brigades during the 
ill-fated Dieppe Raid on 19 August 1942, the original Viking Force commandos 
were never given the opportunity to do the job they had been trained for. In the 
aftermath of the disastrous raid no effort was made to resurrect Viking Force.47 

Royal Canadian Navy Beach Commandos
The Dieppe Raid, however, did lead to the establishment of another SOF-like  
Canadian organization, namely the Royal Canadian Navy (RCN) Beach Commandos. 
Their genesis stemmed from the Dieppe Raid where Royal Naval (RN) Beach  
Parties (“C’, “D”, and “H”) were responsible for disembarking troops and vehicles 
from assault landing craft, organizing and supervising suitable “beach” areas and 
loading serviceable vessels at the time of withdrawal. Of the 200 Navy personnel  
assigned to the Beach Parties during the Dieppe Raid, 63 became casualties. As a 
result, all three RN Beach Parties had to be totally reconstituted. Not surprising-
ly, soon after Dieppe the Admiralty decided to change the Combined Operations 
Beach Party Branch name to “Naval Commandos.” Accordingly, the Admiralty  
directed that 20 Beach Commandos would be required for the invasion of  
Occupied Europe (i.e. two each for three assault divisions, one per assault brigade 
with 100 percent spare in reserve).48 

The RCN soon created its own capability and in late 1943 established RCN Beach 
Commando “W.” This unit was modeled upon its Royal Navy counterpart and 
comprised of 84 RCN Volunteer Reserve men (i.e. 12 officers and 72 ratings). The 
naval beach commando was described as “a unit especially trained in the control 
and handling of landing craft on the beaches …[and] is designed to handle landing 
ships, craft and barges of an assault brigade group and the further ships, craft and 
barges landed on the same beaches.”49 Beach commandos were also responsible for 
neutralizing beach obstacles, mines and booby traps. 
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A RCN Naval Beach Commando demonstrates how to  
silently incapacitate a sentry.

RCN Beach Commando “W” was assigned to Force “J” on Juno Beach during 
the Normandy invasion on 6 June 1944 and served with valour and distinction. 
Canadian newspapers quickly trumpeted the role of the Beach Commandos and 
described them as the “leather tough Canadians” and “tough, scrappy and self- 
reliant.”50 Beach Commando “W” was disbanded at the end of August 1944.

      LAC, PA 183055
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Members of RCN Beach Commando “W” take a cigarette break  
after hard training.

1st Canadian Parachute Battalion
Canada’s SOF legacy in WWII did not end with the Dieppe Raid. One month prior 
to the disastrous assault, another “SOF-like” organization that fits into the legacy 
of Canada’s CANSOF community was created, namely the 1st Canadian Parachute 
Battalion (1 Cdn Para Bn). Although contemporary airborne units are not consid-
ered SOF, 1 Cdn Para Bn like many of the neophyte airborne organizations that 
sprang up early in World War II meets many of the SOF criteria. The paratroopers 
were specially selected, specially trained and given special missions behind enemy 
lines. They possessed an indomitable spirit that defied any challenge. In fact, the 
selection rate for 1 Cdn Para Bn in its infancy was only 30 percent. Individuals 
volunteering for the unit had to be recommended by their commanding officer, 
undergo a file review and psychological testing, as well as pass a selection course 
that among other activities tested the candidates on small party tasks.51 

      LAC, PA 183052
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At its creation both the Army’s generals, as well as the media at large, were clear 
on the type of individual and organization they were creating. Robert Taylor, a 
reporter for the Toronto Daily Star, described the volunteers as “action-hungry 
and impatient to fill their role as the sharp, hardened tip of the Canadian army’s 
‘dagger pointed at the heart of Berlin.’”52 Senior military officers described the new 
Canadian paratroopers as “super-soldiers” and newspapers, with unanimity, invari-
ably described the parachute volunteers as “hard as nails” representing the toughest 
and smartest soldiers in the Canadian Army.53 One journalist wrote, “They are 
good, possibly great soldiers, hard, keen, fast-thinking and eager for battle,” while 
another asserted that they were “Canada’s most daring and rugged soldiers . . . 
daring because they’ll be training as paratroops: rugged because paratroops do the 
toughest jobs in hornet nests behind enemy lines.”54 Others painted a picture of 
virtual super-men. “Picture men with muscles of iron,” depicted one writer, “drop-
ping in parachutes, hanging precariously from slender ropes, braced for any kind 
of action . . . these toughest men who ever wore khaki.”55 Another simply explained 
that “your Canadian paratrooper is an utterly fearless, level thinking, calculating 
killer possessive of all the qualities of a delayed-action time bomb.”56    

But it had not always been that way. Initially, the senior generals had rejected the 
need for Canadian paratroops, citing a lack of role and purpose for such specialized 
troops in the Canadian context. However, by the spring of 1942, both the British 
and Americans fully embraced the concept of airborne forces. And, as the tide of 
the war began to swing in favour of the Allies, the focus quickly swung from one of 
defence to that of offense. Moreover, nothing embodied raw offensive, aggressive 
action more than paratroopers! Very quickly, airborne troops became a defining 
component of a modern army. Not to be left out, senior Canadian military com-
manders quickly reversed their earlier reservations and recommended the estab-
lishment of a parachute battalion to J.L. Ralston, the MND. The Minister readily 
agreed and on 1 July 1942, the Canadian War Cabinet Committee approved the 
formation of a parachute unit, namely 1 Cdn Para Bn.
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1 Cdn Para Bn practice jump in England.

The Unit’s training was in many ways innovative for the time and exceeded the  
challenges faced by other combat troops. Greater emphasis was placed on the  
individual soldier for leadership, weapon handling and navigation. Orders for  
exercises and later operations were always given to all ranks so that regardless of 
circumstances of a parachute drop everyone had an understanding of the mission 
so that they could execute the necessary tasks whether or not officers or senior 
non-commissioned officers (NCOs) were present. As such, the Unit placed an  
exorbitant emphasis on courage, physical fitness, tenacity and particularly on  
individual initiative. 

Sgt E.R. Bonter, LAC, PA 115865
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1 Cdn Para Bn Assault Crossing of the Rhine River.

With no domestic defence role in Canada, the Unit was offered up to the Commander 
of Home Forces in England. The British quickly accepted the offer and the Canadian 
Government announced in March 1943, that 1 Cdn Para Bn would be attached to 
the 3rd Parachute Brigade, as part of the 6th Airborne Division. For the remainder 
of the war the Battalion fought as part of a British formation. It established a re-
markable record. The Battalion never failed to complete an assigned mission, nor 
did it ever lose or surrender an objective once taken. The Canadian paratroopers 
were among the first Allied soldiers to have landed in occupied Europe, the only 
Canadians who participated in the “Battle of the Bulge” in the Ardennes, and by the 
end of the war they had advanced deeper into Germany than any other Canadian 
unit. Unquestionably, the paratroopers of the 1st Canadian Parachute Battalion, at 
great cost and personal sacrifice, pioneered a new innovative form of warfare and 
demonstrated agility of thought and action, as well as an unrivalled warfare spirit 
in their daring assaults behind enemy lines. They were disbanded on 30 September 
1945 at Niagara-on-the-Lake.

Artwork by Ted Zuber
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The First Special Service Force
Interestingly, in July 1942, at the same time as 1 Cdn Para Bn was established, the 
Canadian War Cabinet authorized a second “parachute” unit, designated the 2nd 

Canadian Parachute Battalion (2 Cdn Para Bn). The name of this unit, however, was 
misleading. It was not a parachute battalion at all, but rather a commando unit. The 
designation was assigned for security reasons to cover the true nature of its opera-
tional mandate.57 On 25 May 1943, the name was changed to reflect this reality. It 
was re-designated the 1st Canadian Special Service Battalion and it represented the 
Canadian element of the joint U.S./Canadian First Special Service Force (FSSF).58

Nonetheless, its genesis originated in England with Lord Mountbatten’s Combined 
Operations Command Headquarters and Prime Minister’s Churchill personal 
support. The original concept, code named Operation Plough, entailed a guerrilla 
force capable of operations in Norway to attack the hydro-electric and heavy water 
plants in that country to disrupt the German war industry and the Nazi atomic 
weapons program.59 Some thought was also put to using the force to destroy the 
Ploesti oil fields in Romania or to destroy hydro-electric facilities in Italy. In all, the 
planners reasoned that in any of these targets a hard hitting raiding force would not 
only damage Germany’s vital war industry but it would also tie up German forces 
required to protect facilities and chase down the guerrilla force.60  

The Americans accepted the project and Prime Minister Churchill and Lord 
Mountbatten very quickly convinced the Canadians to participate as well. As a 
result, a U.S./Canadian brigade sized formation was created with Americans and 
Canadians serving side by side, wearing the same American uniform, in a military 
command that was completely integrated. At any given moment it was impos-
sible to differentiate Canadian from American and vice versa. Each had officers 
commanding troops of the other nation. At inception, the Canadians contributed  
697 all ranks to the formation, representing approximately a quarter of the total 
number of troops.61  
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FSSF mountain warfare training.

As was the case with 1 Cdn Para Bn, the Canadian Army took their commitment 
seriously and attempted to pick the best soldiers possible for this unique endeavour. 
Colonel Robert T. Frederick, the American Commander of the FSSF, made it clear 
that he preferred that Canadian volunteers be chosen in the “lower ranks between 
18 and 45 [years old], physically rugged and mentally agile, physically able and 
willing to take parachute training.”62 It became obvious to everyone concerned that 
superior physical fitness, experience, maturity, and youth were the cornerstones 
on which the FSSF would be forged.63 In addition, Frederick also stressed that it 
was imperative that each man be able to work efficiently independently or in small 
groups, regardless of the tactical situation or operational theatre. 

Ross Munro, a renowned Canadian war reporter, noted that the FSSF “will be a 
continental edition of commandos of the British Army.” He added, “In selecting 
the men to make it up, emphasis will be placed on ‘youth, hardness and fitness.’”64

Canadian Airborne Forces Museum (CAFM)
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As the initial focus of the FSSF was to be sabotage, raiding and guerrilla type  
warfare, the Forcemen were trained in a wide spectrum of skills including parachut-
ing, demolitions, unarmed combat, extensive weapons handling, mountaineering 
and arctic warfare. Physical fitness very quickly became the decisive selection tool. 
Only the hardest of men could persevere the training. For instance, members of the 
FSSF were “capable of marching 35 miles a day across rough country or 90 miles 
without rest.”65 

Training was rigorous for good reason. The Force was scheduled to deploy to 
Norway on 15 December 1942 for an arduous and very dangerous mission. As 
such, even as the FSSF was in the process of establishing itself, its training regime 
and tempo was in over-drive. Upon arrival, members undertook their jump train-
ing, which in some cases, was all of 48 hours as opposed to the more standard three 
week course. In August 1942, journalist Don Mason captured the contemporary 
image of the force that was being created in Helena, Montana where they were 
based. “The cream of Canada’s hard-fighting army youth,” he described, “is training 
in the United States today for ‘aerial commando’ raiding which one day soon will 
make the German and the Jap think cyclones have struck where they thought they 
were safe and secure.”66

Nonetheless, by September 1942 it became clear that Operation Plough was not 
going to happen. There were three major impediments. First, Frederick’s request 
for the temporary diversion of 750 Lancaster bombers forecast for the middle of 
January 1943 to insert his formation hit an immediate wall. The intractable archi-
tect of Britain’s strategic bombing campaign, Air Chief Marshal Charles Portal of 
the Royal Air Force (RAF), responded, “That is our best bomber.” He continued, 
“if you can show us where Plough can accomplish more in its operation than one 
thousand Lancasters could do on the bombing runs we shall consider the plane for 
your uses.”67 

Frederick’s next dose of reality occurred when the Combined Operations Command 
planners briefed him on the Commando raiding program and, more importantly, 
the work of Brigadier Colin Gubbins’ SOE and their Norwegian sabotage campaign. 
Although the SOE had never even heard of the Plough Project, or the FSSF for that 
matter, they too had plans for sabotaging most of the targets that the FSSF was theo-
retically earmarked to destroy. Significantly, Gubbins’ plan required very few aircraft 
and only two or three SOE trained Norwegian commandos for each target.68 
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The final nail in the coffin resulted from Colonel Frederick’s discussion with Major-
General Hansteen, the Commander-in-Chief of the Norwegian Armed Forces. 
Hansteen bluntly informed Frederick that the King and Prime Minister of Norway 
opposed the concept of the Plough Project. They were concerned that the large-scale 
destruction of power would create a greater hardship on the Norwegian people 
than it would on the Germans. Moreover, although they welcomed any assistance 
in ousting the occupying German forces, they did not wish to do so by destroying 
the vital industrial infrastructure that was key to Norway’s economic well-being.69 

And so, with no apparent aircraft, no host country support and a competing or-
ganization that appeared to have a more efficient, more precise and less resource- 
intensive means of achieving the same goal, Colonel Frederick quickly realized that 
the Plough Project was doomed. Any doubt he may have harboured was quickly 
dashed when he returned to London to meet with Lord Mountbatten prior to his 
flight to Washington D.C.. The Chief of Combined Operations Command candidly 
explained to Frederick that the Plough Project was no longer a pressing issue. By 
this time, Combined Operations and the whole raiding concept was under siege 
by the War Office. The Allied effort, particularly as a result of American might 
and industrial capacity, was slowly beginning to turn the tide of the war. Raiding 
and subversive activities, never fully supported by the mainstream military, were 
further marginalized as large-scale conventional operations, such as the invasion of 
Northern Africa took shape. 

Moreover, Mountbatten had no means of influencing the release of aircraft and he 
conceded that SOE provided a more economical means of achieving the desired 
result, not to mention at a more politically acceptable price for the Norwegian gov-
ernment in exile in London. As such, both men agreed to let Plough die. Frederick 
quickly sent a message to his formation in Helena, Montana. True to Frederick’s 
character – it was short and to the point:

Suspend effort on present line…New plan may be radically different and 
not concerned with hydroelectric or other industrial installations….
Cease training on hydroelectric installations and …stress general tactical 
training, to include attack of fortifications, pill boxes, barracks and troop 
concentrations. Change in weapons may be necessary to provide greater 
firepower, so suspend further small arms training pending a decision.70
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On his return to North America, Colonel Frederick briefed General George 
Marshall, the American Army Chief of Staff. He then left for Montana unsure 
whether the FSSF would be continued or scrapped. That decision was now left with 
the General Staff to get a political decision. By 8 October 1942, the Canadian Chief 
of the General Staff forwarded a telegram to Lieutenant-General McNaughton, 
Canada’s overseas commander, informing him of the latest turn of events. The 
Canadians were now waiting for the Americans to make known their intentions 
prior to articulating their continuing support. 

However, Major-General George Murchie’s missive provided some telling clues. 
The alternatives considered were:

A.  Continue with Special Service Force if Americans so desire.
B.  Amalgamate with 1st Parachute Battalion.
C.  Disband and Disperse Personnel.
D.  Retain as an Ordinary Parachute Battalion For Service at Home and 
  Abroad.71 

Importantly, Murchie highlighted the negative effects of options B, C and D.  
He stated each has the “disadvantage of unwelcome publicity over cancellation of 
highly publicized Special Service Forces as have B and C over apparent curtailment 
of our plans for Cdn [Canadian] Parachute Troops.”72 

In due course the Americans decided to proceed with the FSSF. On 17 October, 
General Marshall informed Major-General Maurice Pope, the Chairman of the 
Canadian Joint Staff in Washington D.C. that a decision was reached to retain the 
FSSF as a special unit.73 It was now up to the Canadians to confirm their contin-
ued participation. Although militarily a will to continue seemed to be present, the 
ultimate decision was the purview of the politicians.74 As such, the War Cabinet 
Committee discussed the issue on 28 October 1942. From a Canadian perspective 
the existence of the “elite” First Special Service Force was considered by the govern-
ment to be of marginal operational value after its original mission was cancelled. 
The Minutes of the War Cabinet Committee noted, “Though the future employment 
of the unit was doubtful, beyond its existence as a ‘stand-by’ force, acceptance of the 
U.S. proposal [continue unit’s existence for special operations] was recommended 
as a token of intimate co-operation between the two countries.”75 
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“Scaling Monte La Difensa.”

Artwork by Katherine Taylor
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As such, the FSSF became in many ways highly specialized infantry capable of a 
wide range of operations in virtually any terrain. In August 1943, the FSSF par-
ticipated in the assault on Kiska Island. Since the Japanese had already withdrawn 
from the Aleutians in a dense fog unknown to the Allied invasion force, the FSSF 
was quickly returned to the mainland and prepared for operations in Italy. Here the 
Force made a name for itself because of its successful assault on Monte La Difensa, 
a seemingly impregnable German defensive position on the top of a 945-metre high 
(3,100 feet) mountain. The Germans had repelled numerous Allied attacks to date 
and thus, delayed the advance towards the main German Gustav defensive Line 
and Rome, which lay beyond. On 3 December 1943, by a daring night assault that 
entailed climbing up the rear cliffs of the mountain, which the Germans considered 
impassable, the FSSF successfully captured the summit. It took another six days of 
hard fighting to secure the entire saucer-shaped mountain top and extend their grip 
to the adjacent Monte La Remetanea. However, more damaging to the FSSF was the 
subsequent prolonged mountain campaign that continued until the end of January 
1944. The hard fighting in the mountains added to the casualties incurred during 
the battle for Monte La Difensa. In total, the mountain campaign inflicted a terrible 
toll on the formation. In the aftermath of the battles, the FSSF would never reach 
its former level of specialized capability or personnel. Reinforcements were simply 
pulled directly from normal reinforcement pools and given familiarization training 
on American weapons and tactics.

Nonetheless, the FSSF reinforced its reputation at Anzio in February 1944 where, 
despite their light armament and only approximately 1,200 all ranks, they held 
an extended portion (13 kilometres) of the vital Mussolini Canal sector. Through 
aggressive night raiding they struck fear into the enemy, who believed they were 
facing up to a small division. The German soldiers were so terrified of the FSSF 
raids that they nicknamed them the “Black Devils.” In the subsequent break-out 
phase the FSSF advanced on Rome. Upon its capture and a brief period of rest and 
recuperation, the Force seized two of the Hyères Islands in the Mediterranean Sea 
to protect the left flank of the landings on the French Riviera in August 1944 during 
Operation Dragoon, the invasion of Southern France. The FSSF then joined the 
Sixth Army Group in the advance through Southern France to the Italian border.
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“The Black Devils. Anzio 1944.”

The Canadian component of the FSSF, however, proved to be problematic for the 
Canadian Government. Facing a manning shortage and as a result, a conscription 
crisis, the continuing demands to provide reinforcements for the FSSF, which was 
difficult to administer and in the context of the dying days of the war was also 
arguably redundant, the Canadian Government made a simple decision. The time 
had come to pull the Canadians from the Force. As a result, the FSSF was disbanded 
at Villeneuve-Loubet, France, on 5 December 1944.

The disbandment of the FSSF was not surprising. As the tide of the war shifted in 
favour of the Allies, who by late 1942 had begun to field large modern armies, SOF 
evolved to provide specific capabilities not resident with the larger conventional 
military and perform distinct tasks such as raiding, sabotage and economy of effort 
missions to tie down enemy forces. These activities were soon eclipsed by tasks 
such as strategic reconnaissance and unconventional warfare. But even at that, the 
Allied strategy had become a very attritional, conventional approach, much akin to 
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a large steam roller simply flattening the opposition before it. As such, the precision 
and special capabilities provided by SOF were neither required, nor appreciated by 
most senior military commanders. 

“The Black Devils. Clearing No-Man’s Land.”

In the end, despite the overall success and value of special operations, SOF never 
fully received acceptance by the larger military community.76 The irregular nature 
of the tactics, the unconventional, if not rakish nature of the operators, who were 
often seen as lacking discipline and military decorum, as well as the almost in-
dependent status of the SOF organizations were alien and distasteful to the more 
traditional and conservative minded military leadership. Not surprisingly, at the 
end of the war, as already noted, most SOF organizations were disbanded.

Canada was no different. In fact, Lieutenant-General McNaughton provided a clear 
picture of his perception of SOF. “I have watched with interest the organization here 
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[England] of such special units as Commandos, Ski Battalions and Paratroops,” he 
noted. He concluded, “The cycle is always the same – initial enthusiasm which is 
very high, drawing good officers and men from regular units, distracting and un-
settling others, and upsetting the units’ organization.” In the end, he unabashedly 
stated his opposition to the formation of such units.77 
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CHAPTER 3
SPECIAL OPERATIONS  
IN THE COLD WAR

In the aftermath of World War II, two ideologically opposed superpowers, namely, 
the United States and the Soviet Union, emerged from the conflict and subse-
quently dramatically changed the world. Exacerbating the political and military 
competition between these former allies of convenience was technology. The war 
had sparked exponential advancements in warfare. Specifically, jet engines, large 
aircraft carriers and submarines, rockets and nuclear weapons made the world that 
much smaller, and countries that much more vulnerable. 

In 1949, the West created the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) as a 
hedge against perceived Soviet intentions of westward expansion in Europe. Soon 
after the establishment of NATO, the Soviets created the Warsaw Pact, pressing 
its occupied territories into an alliance to ostensibly protect them from Western 
aggression. By 1948, an “iron curtain” descended that basically split the world 
into American/NATO and Soviet spheres of influence. Faced with the prospect of 
nuclear Armageddon if the major antagonists faced off directly, the superpower 
competition soon played itself out in proxy wars in Korea, Africa, and the Middle 
East. This Cold War dynamic shaped much, if not all, of the international political 
and military/security landscape for the next four decades.

From a Canadian perspective, the Cold War shaped its military and political cul-
ture, and organization as well. Not surprisingly, the end of World War II, as noted, 
all Canadian SOF units had been disbanded by September 1945. However, a brief 
breath of air seemed to rekindle the flames of a national SOF capability in 1947. 
Former members of the SOE, FSSF and 1st Cdn Para Bn developed a plan to resur-
rect a distinct Canadian SOF entity. Their methodology was as shadowy as the unit 
they intended to build.

Their methods, however, were based on the conditions of the period. The long cost-
ly global struggle had taken its toll and a debt-ridden and war-weary Government 
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was intent on a post-war army that was anything but extravagant. Notwithstanding 
the military’s achievements during the war, the Canadian Government articulated 
two clear requirements for its peacetime army. Firstly, it was to consist of a rep-
resentative group of all arms of the service. Secondly, its primary purpose was to 
provide a small but highly trained and skilled professional force that in time of 
conflict could expand and train the citizen soldiers who would fight that war. With 
the creation of NATO, military priority was focused on large armoured battle and 
brigade groups. From the perspective of senior military commanders, within this 
framework, SOF had no relevance whatsoever.

The Canadian Special Air Service Company
As the Army worked feverishly at demobilizing and at the same time creating the 
structure for the post-war Canadian Armed Forces (CAF), Major George Flint, the 
CO of the small Canadian Parachute Training Centre in Shilo, Manitoba, became 
instrumental in the next phase of Canadian SOF.78 He selectively culled the ranks 
of the disbanded 1 Cdn Para Bn, which also included those from the FSSF and 
the SOE. Quite simply, he chose the best from the pool of personnel who had de-
cided to remain in the Active Force to act as instructors and staff for his training 
establishment.  

Devoid of any direction from Army Headquarters, the CO and his staff focussed 
on making contacts and keeping up to date with the latest airborne developments. 
These prescient efforts were soon to be rewarded. It was the perpetuation of links 
with Canada’s closest allies, as well as the importance of staying abreast of the latest 
tactical developments in modern warfare, specifically air-transportability, that pro-
vided the breath of life that airborne and SOF advocates were searching for. 

Not surprisingly, Canadian commanders were looking abroad for the way ahead 
in the post-war environment. As such, in 1947, a National Defence Headquarters 
(NDHQ) study revealed that British peacetime policy was based on training and 
equipping all infantry formations to be air-transportable. Discussions with allies 
quickly ascertained that both the British and Americans would welcome an Airborne 
Establishment in Canada that would be capable of filling in the “gaps in their knowl-
edge” – specifically in areas such as the problem of standardization of equipment 
between Britain and the United States, and the need for experimental research into 
cold weather conditions. To its allies, Canada was the ideal intermediary.   
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Canadian military leaders quickly realized that cooperation with their closest de-
fence partners would allow the country to benefit from an exchange of information 
on the latest defence developments and doctrine. For the airborne and SOF advo-
cates, a test facility would allow the Canadian military to stay in the game. In the 
end, for the sake of efficiency of manpower and resources, NDHQ directed that the 
parachute training and research functions reside in a single Canadian Joint Army/
Air Training Centre. As a result, on 15 August 1947, the Joint Air School (JAS), in 
Rivers, Manitoba was established.

The JAS became the “foot in the door” for the nation’s SOF legacy. It was respon-
sible for the retention of skills required for airborne and with some ingenuity 
special operations, for both the Army and the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF). 
Importantly, the JAS, which was renamed the Canadian Joint Air Training Centre 
(CJATC) on 1 April 1949, provided the seed from which a SOF organization would 
eventually grow.79

The methodology to get higher approval, however, was not totally transparent. 
Nonetheless, the hidden agenda of the airborne advocates quickly took root. Once 
the permanent structure of the Army was established in 1947, they quickly pushed 
to expand the airborne capability within the JAS by submitting a proposal in the 
spring for a Canadian Special Air Service Company (Cdn SAS Coy).80 This new 
organization was to be an integral sub-unit of the Army component of the JAS with 
a mandate of filling Army, inter-service, and public duties such as Army/Air tac-
tical research and development; demonstrations to assist with Army/Air training; 
Airborne Firefighting; Search and Rescue; and Aid to the Civil Power.81 Its devel-
opment, however, contrary to the tasks emphasized to the senior decision-makers, 
proved to be quite different as its name, Special Air Service, implied. 

The initial proposal for the special sub-unit prescribed a clearly defined role. The 
Army, which sponsored the establishment of the fledgling organization, portrayed 
the Cdn SAS Coy’s inherent mobility as a definite asset to the public at large for 
domestic operations. A military appreciation written by its proponents argued the 
need of the unit in terms of its potential benefit to the public. It explained that 
the specially trained company would provide an “efficient life and property sav-
ing organization capable of moving from its base to any point in Canada in ten to 
fifteen hours.”82 Furthermore, the Cdn SAS Coy was framed as critical in working 
in support of the RCAF air search and rescue duties required by the International 
Civil Aviation Organization agreement.
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“Canadian Special Air Service Company.”

The proposed training plan further supported the benevolent image. The training 
cycle consisted of four phases broken down as follows:

1. Tactical Research and Development (parachute related work and fieldcraft 
skills);

2. Airborne Firefighting; 
3. Air Search and Rescue; and 
4. Mobile Aid to the Civil Power (crowd control, first aid, military law).83 

Conspicuously absent was any evidence of commando or specialist training which 
the organization’s name innately implied. After all, the Cdn SAS Coy was actually 
titled after the British wartime Special Air Service (SAS) that earned a reputation 
for daring commando operations behind enemy lines.  

In September 1947, the request for approval for the sub-unit was forwarded to the 
Deputy Chief of the General Staff. Significantly, it now had two additional roles  
added to it, namely, public service in the event of a national catastrophe and pro-
vision of a nucleus for expansion into parachute battalions. However, the proposal 
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also noted that the Cdn SAS Coy was required to provide the manpower for the 
large program of test and development that was underway by the Tactical Research 
and Development Wing, as well as demonstration teams for all demonstrations 
within and outside the CJATC.84 

As support for the sub-unit grew, so too did its real identity. An assessment of 
potential benefits to the Army included its ability to “keep the techniques employed 
by [British] SAS persons during the war alive in the peacetime army.”85 Although 
this item was last in the order of priority in the list, it soon moved to the forefront.

NDHQ authorized the sub-unit with an effective date of 9 January 1948. Once this 
addition was announced, a dramatic change in focus became evident. Not only 
did its function as a base for expansion for the development of airborne units take 
precedence, but also the previously subtle reference to a war-fighting, specifically 
special forces role, leapt to the foreground. The new Terms of Reference for the 
employment of the Cdn SAS Coy, which was confirmed in April, outlined the  
following duties in a revised priority:

a. Provide a tactical parachute company for airborne training. This company 
is to form the nucleus for expansion for the training of the three infantry 
battalions as parachute battalions; 

b. Provide a formed body of troops to participate in tactical exercises and 
demonstrations for courses at the CJATC and service units throughout the 
country;

c. Preserve and advance the techniques of SAS [commando] operations  
developed during WW II 1939-1945;

d. Provide when required parachutists to back-up the RCAF organizations as 
detailed in the Interim Plan for air Search and Rescue; and

e. Aid Civil Authorities in fighting forest fires and assisting in national  
catastrophes when authorized by Defence Headquarters.86

The shift was anything but subtle. The original emphasis on aid to the civil authori-
ty and public service type functions, duties that were attractive to a war-weary and  
fiscally-conscious Government, were now re-prioritized if not totally marginalized. 
It did, however, also represent the Army’s initial reaction to the Government’s an-
nouncement in 1946, that airborne training for the Active Force Brigade Group (reg-
ular army) was contemplated and that an establishment to this end was being created.
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“Canadian Special Air Service Company.”
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The new organization was established at company strength – 125 personnel all 
ranks. It was comprised of one platoon from each of the three regular infantry reg-
iments, the Royal Canadian Regiment (RCR), the Royal 22nd Regiment (R22eR) 
and Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry (PPCLI). All members were volun-
teers, most with wartime airborne experience, who were carefully selected. They 
were all: bachelors, in superb physical condition, possessed initiative, self-reliance, 
self-discipline, mental agility and an original approach. 

If there was any doubt of the intention of the unit, it was quickly dispelled when 
Captain Guy D’Artois, a wartime member of the FSSF, and later the SOE, was posted 
to the sub-unit as its second-in-command. However, due to a difficulty in finding 
a qualified major he became the acting officer commanding.87 After all, his creden-
tials were impeccable. D’Artois had dropped by parachute into Mont Cortevaix in 
France, then under German occupation, in April 1944. Prior to the sector being lib-
erated, he had trained 600 partisans, established the Sylla underground, developed 
an 800 kilometre secure telephone line and attacked the occupying Germans troops 
on numerous occasions within his area of operation. Moreover, he instilled in his 
French allies a taste for victory. For his feats, D’Artois was awarded the Distinguished 
Service Order and the French Croix de Guerre avec palme from General Charles de 
Gaulle. His service with the underground earned him the praise: “Major D’Artois 
is the embodiment of nobility in figure, strength and stature but more importantly, 
nobility in simplicity and kindness.”88 

D’Artois brought his experience to the Cdn SAS Coy. He trained his sub-unit of 
carefully selected paratroopers as a specialized commando force. His intractable 
approach and trademark persistence quickly made him the “absolute despair of the 
Senior Officers at Rivers [CJATC].”  Veterans of the SAS Company explained that 
“Captain D’Artois didn’t understand ‘no.’ He carried on with his training regardless 
of what others said.” Another veteran recalled that “Guy answered to no-one, he 
was his own man, who ran his own show.”89

This maverick approach did not fail to attract attention. In fact, as a result, the 
Director of Military Training in NDHQ demanded a reassessment of the Cdn SAS 
Coy. “I cannot,” he argued, “agree with what appears to be the present concepts of 
the SAS Company.” He identified the contradiction between the original intent and 
the actual practise, namely D’Artois’ commandos. He added, “I feel first and fore-
most that its name should be changed...it is true that in war they [special forces type 
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units] do produce a result out of all proportion to their aims, if properly employed; 
but they do not win battles; they are a luxury and it is very much doubted if they, in 
their true sense, can be recruited from our peace time armed forces.”90 

But the issue was soon moot. To date, the continued survival of the JAS and its lim-
ited airborne and SOF capability, as represented by the Cdn SAS Coy, was largely 
due to a British and American preoccupation with airborne and air-transportable 
forces in the post-war period. This decision was based on a concept of security 
established on smaller standing forces with greater tactical and strategic mobility. 
In essence, possession of paratroopers represented the nation’s ready sword. This 
conclusion was critical in light of the looming 1946 Canada/U.S. Basic Security 
Plan (BSP) which imposed on Canada the requirement to provide one airborne/
air-transportable brigade, and its necessary airlift, as its share of the overall conti-
nental defence agreement. By the summer of 1948, the SAS Company represented 
the total sum of Canada’s operational airborne and SOF capability. Clearly, some 
form of action was required. 

Cdn SAS Coy emplaning for a training jump.

CAFM
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As a result, the Chief of the General Staff (CGS) directed that training for one bat-
talion of infantry for airborne/air-transported operations be completed by 1 April 
1949. After all, the BSP dictated that by 1 May 1949, the Canadian Government be 
capable of deploying a battalion combat team prepared to respond immediately to 
any actual Soviet lodgement in the Arctic, with a second battalion available within 
two months, and an entire brigade group within four months.91 This direction was 
the death knell for the Cdn SAS Coy.

The Canadian Army was now finally moving towards its airborne/airtransportable 
Active Brigade Group, which was titled the Mobile Striking Force (MSF). Its effect 
on the Cdn SAS Coy was devastating. The respective highly trained Cdn SAS Coy 
platoons provided the training staff for each of the Regular Force infantry regi-
ments (i.e. RCR, R22eR, PPCLI) that rotated through the CJATC for parachute 
qualification, and upon completion returned to their parent regiments to provide 
an experienced airborne cadre for each of these regular force infantry regiments. 
The slow dissolution of the Cdn SAS Coy was formalized by the CGS when he 
announced that the sub-unit would not be reconstituted upon the completion of 
airborne conversion training by the R22eR, who represented the last unit of the 
three Active Force infantry regiments to undertake it. 

The actual disbandment was so low key that no official date exists. Its personnel just 
melted away. Nonetheless, the Cdn SAS Coy served a critical function in Canadian 
airborne and SOF history. It was the “bridge” that linked 1 Cdn Para Bn and the 
three infantry battalions that conceptually formed an airborne brigade (i.e. the 
Mobile Striking Force (MSF)). In so doing, it propagated the airborne spirit and 
kept the requisite parachute skills alive. It also perpetuated, albeit briefly, the con-
cept of a selected, highly trained commando force capable of special operations in 
keeping with the SOE and SAS traditions of WWII.

The Canadian Airborne Regiment
With the demise of the Cdn SAS Coy, the nation’s SOF lineage went into a hiatus. 
Neither the existence of the MSF or its successor the Defence of Canada Force 
represented any form of a special operations or SOF capability. For that matter, 
arguably, neither even provided a real airborne capability. 

As always, external factors influenced internal organizational shifts. By the early- 
sixties the notion of an Army rapid reaction and Special Forces capability gathered 
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momentum, largely fuelled by the American involvement in the Vietnam War. In 
1966, Lieutenant-General Jean Victor Allard, the new Commander of Force Mobile 
Command (FMC – i.e. Canadian Army) decided that the Canadian Army would 
develop a similar capability. Specifically, he aimed to have a completely airportable 
unit, with all its equipment, deployed and in the designated operational theatre 
as quickly as forty-eight hours. Therefore, on 12 May 1966, the MND announced, 
“FMC would include the establishment of an airborne regiment whose personnel 
and equipment could be rapidly sent to danger zones.”92 

For the Army Commander, the new airborne regiment represented flexibility and 
a higher order of professionalism and soldiering. The Army Commander clearly 
believed that “this light unit is going to be very attractive to a fellow who likes to 
live dangerously, so all volunteers can go into it.” His creation was to be open to all 
three services and manned exclusively by volunteers. “We intend,” he asserted, “to 
look at the individual a little more rather than considering the unit as a large body 
of troops, some of whom might not be suited for the task.”93 

In the Spring of 1966, General Allard, now the Chief of the Defence Staff (CDS), 
took the next step and discussed the formation of what he fondly labelled the new 
“airborne commando regiment.” Colonel Don H. Rochester was appointed as the 
commander-designate and he was given a further year to refine the “Concept of 
Operations,” organization, and structure. The prospects seemed unlimited. The 
“exciting thing about General Allard’s concept,” recalled Rochester, “was that this 
unit was to be radically different. Except for aircraft, it was to be self-contained 
with infantry, armour, artillery, engineers, signals and supporting administration.” 
Furthermore, he explained, “all were to be volunteers and so well trained in their 
own arm or service that they could devote their time to specialist training.”94 

The Canadian Airborne Regiment (Cdn AB Regt) was officially established on  
8 April 1968.95 It consisted of an airborne headquarters and signal squadron (80 
personnel), two infantry airborne commandos (278 personnel each), an airborne 
field battery (80 personnel capable of providing two, three gun troops of pack how-
itzers, or two groups of six medium (82mm) mortars), an airborne field squadron 
(81 personnel), and an airborne service commando (i.e. combat service support 
and administration – 89 personnel). 
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3 Commando, Cdn AB Regt assaulting the Arnprior dam.

The Regiment’s mandate was impressive if not overly optimistic. The Cdn AB Regt 
was required to be capable of performing a variety of tasks which included: the 
Defence of Canada; the UN ‘stand-by’ role; peacekeeping operations; missions in 
connection with national disaster; “Special Air Service” (SAS) type missions; coup 
de main tasks in a general war setting; and responsibility for parachute training 
in the CAF. The respective Canadian Forces Organizational Order (CFOO) stat-
ed, “the role of the Canadian Airborne Regiment is to provide a force capable of 
moving quickly to meet any unexpected enemy threat or other commitment of the 
Canadian Armed Forces.”96  

In addition, the Army Commander, Lieutenant-General W.A.B. Anderson, ordered 
the Cdn AB Regt planning team to visit both the U.S. Special Forces Centre, as 
well as the British SAS Regiment to gather the “necessary stimulus and factual data 
upon which to develop your concept.”97 Moreover, he directed that an element of 
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the Regiment must be proficient at: HALO [High Altitude Low Opening] team 
parachute descents; deep penetration patrols; underwater diving; obstacle clearance 
and laying of underwater demolitions; mountain climbing; and “Special Service 
Forces” type team missions.98

Although outwardly a conventional airborne regiment, by design it was clear that 
the Cdn AB Regt, both officially in accordance with its CFOO and through direc-
tion given by the CAF chain-of-command, was intended to be capable of special 
operations as understood at the time.99 The emphasis on “SOF” like capability was 
also enshrined in the Operational Concept, as well as in the later doctrinal man-
ual, CFP 310 (1) Airborne – The Canadian Airborne Regiment. Under the heading 
“Special Operations” a long list of tasks were included that were clearly Special 
Forces in nature. Specifically, the document stated that the “Canadian Airborne 
Regiment is to be prepared to carry out the following operations for which it is 
specially trained: disruption of lines of communications, destruction of critical 
installations; psychological warfare operations; special intelligence tasks; recovery 
tasks; deception operations; internal security operations; counter-guerilla opera-
tions; and support of indigenous paramilitary forces.”100 

Cdn AB Regt Pathfinder HALO insertion.

 CAFM
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The emphasis on special operations was not lost on the Cdn AB Regt’s leadership, 
which focused at times almost exclusively on daring direct action commando 
like raids. Moreover, as a number of former commanding officers noted, if some-
thing happened (e.g. terrorist incident) they knew they would get the call so they  
attempted to train individuals in the necessary skills required for special operations.

Cdn AB Regt Pathfinders deploying from a submarine.

The quality of the original individuals was incontestable. Official recruiting themes 
stressed the superior attributes of the new genre of warrior. They emphasised the 
fact that the new paratrooper had to be an excellent athlete, an expert at small 
arms and a survival specialist. Furthermore, they underscored the necessity to be 
robust, courageous and capable of a high level of endurance. Not surprisingly, the 
Cdn AB Regt received a larger percentage of the more ambitious, determined and 
energized individuals. They skimmed the cream of the Army. Only experienced of-
ficers, non-commissioned officers, and soldiers were accepted. All riflemen within 
the commandos were required to be qualified to the rank of corporal. This criteria 
meant that the respective individual had previously served within a regular rifle 
battalion. As a result, they were already competent and experienced in the basic 

 CAFM
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drills of soldiering. Equally important, they were on the whole older and normally, 
more mature. This selection allowed the Regiment to direct its training effort to-
wards specialized training such as mountain and pathfinder operations, patrolling 
courses, skiing, and unarmed combat.  

The Cdn AB Regt quickly forged a reputation for undertaking tough, demanding 
and dynamic activities. It set new standards for physical fitness and training real-
ism. In consonance with its status as a strategic force capable of global deployment, 
the Regiment travelled throughout Canada, the United States, as well as exotic loca-
tions such as Jamaica, to practise its lethal craft. It conducted training and exchanges 
with the British SAS, American Rangers and Special Forces, and the French Foreign 
Legion. By the early-seventies the Airborne Regiment was at its zenith of power. It 
had the status of a mini-formation, direct access to the Commander of the Army, 
and an increased peacetime establishment of 1,044 all ranks. 

The Cdn AB Regt deployed to Montreal, Quebec, during the FLQ Crisis in October 
1970 and four years later was dispatched to Cyprus during the Turkish invasion of 
that island. However, in all cases the Regiment functioned solely as conventional 
infantry. On 26 November 1976, the Cdn AB Regt was moved from Edmonton to 
Petawawa and its formation status was stripped.101 It now became a simple unit 
within the newly re-roled Special Service Force (SSF), which provided the Army 
with a relatively light, airborne/airportable quick reaction force in the demograph-
ic centre of the country which could be moved quickly to augment either of the  
flanking brigades for internal security tasks, to the Arctic, or to United Nation 
(UN)-type operations.102 

The restructuring inflicted additional wounds. The Regiment was dramatically 
pared and it lost its preferred standing within the Army for both manning and 
exemptions from the mundane taskings that other units endured. Out of necessity 
it began to accept more junior members across the board (i.e. officers, senior NCOs 
and men) with the corollary degradation of capability.  Moreover, it became in-
creasingly under attack by senior CAF leaders who were not favourable to “special 
soldiers,” particularly during a period of constantly shrinking defence budgets.

Adding to the frustrations of the members of the Cdn AB Regt was the fact that de-
spite the Regiment’s CFOO and international stand-by status it was never deployed. 
Senior CAF leadership argued that to deploy the Regiment would strip Canada of 
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it strategic reserve. More realistically, the problem centred around the make-up of 
the airborne unit itself. It lacked the necessary mobility (i.e. armoured and wheeled 
vehicles) as well support capability to deploy for extended periods of time. As a 
result, it was easier to send conventional units to do the operations, which were all 
conventional in nature anyways. 

Cdn AB Regt soldier searching for weapons in Somalia.

Continual downsizing of the Regiment to battalion status in 1992 further degraded 
both the status and capability of the Cdn AB Regt. Nonetheless, in December of 
that year, the Cdn AB Regt deployed to Somalia on a peace-making operation un-
der Security Council Resolution 794. Unfortunately, the Cdn AB Regt experienced 
disciplinary problems in theatre that detracted from their actual performance.103  
The Regiment pacified its sector in less than three months, earning the praise of 
Hugh Tremblay, the Director of Humanitarian Relief and Rehabilitation in Somalia, 
who stated to all who would listen, “If you want to know and to see what you should 
do while you are here in Somalia go to Belet Huen, talk to the Canadians and do 
what they have done, emulate the Canadians and you will have success in your 
humanitarian relief sector.”104

 CAFM
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Nonetheless, the mission was ultimately redefined in the media and the public con-
sciousness as a failure due to the poor leadership and criminal acts of a few. The 
inexplicable and lamentable torture killing of Shidane Arone, a Somali national 
caught stealing within the Regimental lines, became the defining image of the Cdn 
AB Regt’s operation in Africa. The public outcry and criticism of the Department 
of National Defence (DND) as a result of the attempted cover-up at NDHQ and 
later revelations of hazing videos within the Cdn AB Regt created a crisis of epic 
proportions and senior political decision-makers desperately sought a quick and 
easy solution to their troubles. They swiftly found one. During an official press re-
lease on the afternoon of 23 January 1995, David Collenette, the MND, announced, 
“although our senior military officers believe the Regiment as constituted should 
continue, the government believes it cannot. Therefore, today under the authori-
ty of the National Defence Act, I have ordered the disbandment of the Canadian 
Airborne Regiment.”105 

1994 Menton Day program.

 CAFM
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In the end, the Cdn AB Regt represented Canada’s only capability to conduct special 
operations from 1968 to 1993. A widespread feeling by former members of the Cdn 
AB Regt was captured by Brigadier-General Jim Cox. “In our hearts,” he revealed, “we 
equated ourselves with the SAS and the SF [Special Forces] in the U.S.”106 In the end,  
although, especially towards the latter years of its existence, the Regiment did 
not share all the characteristics of a pure SOF organization, it did have both the 
official mandate and the implicit understanding of the senior Canadian Armed 
Forces leadership that it would be the entity that conducted special operations if 
required. Moreover, the Cdn AB Regt did practice Direct Action (DA) and Special 
Reconnaissance (SR) type tasks. In addition, it exercised regularly and conducted 
small-unit exchanges with SOF organizations in the United States and Britain. As 
such, it fills an important position in Canada’s special operations and SOF history.

Cdn AB Regt soldiers working with USSF in a joint exercise.

 CAFM
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CHAPTER 4
THE RISE OF TERRORISM:  
THE POST-COLD WAR EXPERIENCE

The destruction of the Berlin Wall in late November 1989, which is considered  
symbolic of the end of the Cold War, generated widespread political and public be-
lief that the world was actually now a safer, more stable place. After all, the rough-
ly forty-plus-year Cold War was over. More importantly, the West won. As such, 
Western governments and the public expected a peace dividend. Indeed, with the 
Soviet threat eliminated, Canadians began to ask why it was necessary to maintain 
large military forces? Moreover, the Canadian government was facing a colossal 
deficit that was dragging down the national economy, devaluing the Canadian dol-
lar and scaring off foreign investment.  DND, with the largest discretionary budget 
of any Federal department, became a natural target. 

The new world order, however, quickly began to unravel. Former proxy states that 
had been bolstered economically, politically and militarily were now left to their 
own devices without the necessary economic subsidies to survive, or the security in-
frastructure to hold together fragmented ethnic and culturally-diverse populations. 
Not surprisingly, they spiraled into chaos. Failed and at-risk states mushroomed. 
In their wake civil war, ethnic cleansing and genocide erupted on the global scene. 
Rather than a peace dividend, reality required a massive injection of resources to 
stabilize the spiral into chaos that the post-Cold War environment required. The 
Canadian Government now had to ensure it developed the necessary national  
security posture to secure the country in this new turbulent era.

Special Emergency Response Team (SERT)
Importantly, even before the chaos that transpired after the end of the Cold War, 
Western Industrialized countries had already faced a fundamental shift in the 
threat picture to international security that occurred in the late 1960s. Political 
violence, or more accurately terrorism, became recognized as a significant “new” 
menace. Bombings, kidnapping, murders, and the hijacking of commercial aircraft 
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seemingly exploded onto the world scene. Not only in the Middle East, but also 
in Europe, countries were thrust into a state of violence as both home-grown and 
international terrorists waged a relentless war that recognized no borders or limits. 
The murder of Israeli athletes at the 1972 Olympics in Munich, West Germany 
became one of the defining images of the crisis, as did the 1975 terrorist assault on 
the headquarters of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) 
in Vienna, Austria.107 

But the problem went beyond a spill-over of Middle-Eastern conflict and politics. 
In Germany, groups such as the Baader-Meinhof Gang (or Red Army Faction), 
created death and destruction. Holland was besieged by Moluccan terrorists and 
Britain struggled with the Irish Republican Army (IRA) and the Northern Ireland 
question. Even in North America, terrorism raised its ugly head. The Americans 
saw the growth of radical groups such as the Weathermen, New World Liberation 
Front and Black Panther Party, to name but a few. Not surprisingly, these crises 
prompted most industrialized nations throughout the globe to adopt new mea-
sures, specifically specially selected and trained military and para-military units to 
fight international terrorism.

In Canada, the situation was similar. Almost 500 political terrorist events occurred 
in Canada between 1960 and 1985. Eighty-five percent of the events were do-
mestically based and fifteen percent occurred internationally.108 The early acts of 
terrorism were perpetuated by the Sons of Freedom Doukhobors (this peaked in 
1961) and then the Quebec separatist-related terrorism of Le Front de Libération du 
Québec (FLQ), which led to the October Crisis of 1970. 

Interestingly, despite the awareness of the terrorist threat and nexus in Canada, the 
Canadian Government was unsure of how to move forward. An important push for 
action was the successful assault of a hijacked aircraft and the release of hostages in 
Mogadishu, Somalia on 18 October 1977 by the West German Grenzschutzgruppe 9 
(GSG 9). As a result, in November 1977, the Cabinet, based on concerns from the 
Solicitor General (SOLGEN), considered the nation’s preparedness in the face of 
increasing international terrorism and ordered the creation of an ad hoc committee 
with representation from DND, the Privy Council Office (PCO), the Department 
of External Affairs, Transport Canada and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police 
(RCMP) to provide a proposal to Cabinet on the type of counter-terrorist capability 
that Canada required to perform a similar function.
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The Committee quickly revealed that there were no police or military units in 
Canada that possessed a viable capability to respond to incidents perpetrated by 
determined, dedicated political terrorists. Moreover, following visits to the United 
Kingdom (UK) and West Germany, the Committee concluded that a sophisticated, 
dedicated national anti-terrorist capability was required, if for no other reason than 
its deterrent value. 

As a result, the Cabinet appointed the Solicitor General as lead department to 
develop the capability. In 1978, following several international incidents, the 
SOLGEN and the MND submitted another joint submission to the Cabinet calling 
for a Hostage Assault and Rescue Program (HARP). Although Cabinet accepted 
the HARP proposal in principle it was later rejected by the Treasury Board for 
financial reasons. 

However, the threat was still exigent and the SOLGEN was concerned about the 
G7 Ottawa Summit Conference to be held 20-21 July 1981. DND brushed-off the 
Solicitor General’s request to raise and train a specialized 100-man force. DND 
argued that it would take a minimum of twelve to eighteen months, therefore, 
they insisted there was insufficient time for them to establish the necessary unit. 
Subsequently, the SOLGEN ordered the RCMP to identify the best members from 
its special weapons and tactics teams from across the country and to form a HARP 
team. The selected team was trained at Canadian Forces Base (CFB) Petawawa with 
the assistance of the British Special Air Service and DND support. Late in June,  
28 RCMP assaulters graduated from the program. 

A second iteration of the HARP proposal was subsequently raised. However, DND, 
who had actually been a reluctant partner from the beginning, now stalled on commit-
ting to the program, even going so far as to question whether or not a counter-terrorist 
force was actually needed. For the SOLGEN, the need was crystal clear. His view was 
spurred on by a rash of terrorist incidents in Canada. In 1982, terrorist bombings in 
western and central Canada by a group known as Direct Action generated serious con-
cern. In addition, on 12 April 1982, three members of the Armenian Secret Army for 
the Liberation of Armenia (ASALA) shot the Turkish Chargé d’Affaires Kani Cungor 
several times in the underground parking lot of his East Ottawa apartment building. 
Then, several months later on 28 August 1982, the Turkish Military Attaché, Colonel 
Attila Altikat was shot nine times in the head at close range during morning rush-hour 
at the intersection of Western Parkway and Island Park Drive in Ottawa. 
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The situation seemed to go from bad to worse. On 2 October 1982, five Canadians, 
who were recently trained by the Red Army Faction terrorist organization detonat-
ed approximately 121 kilograms of dynamite outside the Litton Industries plant in 
Toronto. The Direct Action Organization, a splinter group of the Baader-Meinhof 
Gang claimed responsibility for the attack.

Several years later, in 1984, the RCMP began to warn of the potential serious threat 
of Sikh violence. New extremist groups such as the Sikh youth group International 
Sikh Youth Federation (ISYF) and the Dashmesh Regiment were allegedly compil-
ing a “hit list” of targets.  Other foreign inspired terrorist threats also continued. 
On 12 March 1985, three Armenian men from the Armenian Revolutionary Army, 
a splinter group of the ASALA, attacked the Turkish Embassy in Ottawa, killing 
a Pinkerton security guard in the initial assault. They held seven hostages for ap-
proximately three and one-half hours. Additionally, on 1 April 1985, the Toronto 
public transit system was virtually paralyzed after the Armenian Secret Army for 
the Liberation of our Homeland sent a communiqué threatening the death of pas-
sengers of the transit system. The threat cost the city two million dollars and untold 
overtime hours for the Metropolitan Police, the Ontario Provincial Police and the 
RCMP.109 

The continuing trend of terrorism both internationally and domestically prompted 
another attempt at moving the national counter-terrorist agenda. On 28 May 1985, 
the Solicitor General submitted another proposal to Cabinet. His greatest prob-
lem, however, was determining who would be responsible for the new capability. 
Neither the RCMP or DND actually wanted it. The RCMP argued that the counter- 
terrorism/hostage rescue was counter to police culture since entailed the use of  
deliberate and at times exceptional force that would likely cause death. This con-
flicted with the fact that police action is grounded on the principle of restraint, 
particularly in armed confrontations, since the over-riding objective was to pre-
serve life. The RCMP Commissioner also argued that the RCMP did not have the 
personnel-pool from which to draw the required manpower. 

The military’s reluctance to take on the task became clear during a meeting between 
the SOLGEN, the commissioner of the RCMP and the CDS. The CDS at the time 
was of the mind that the type of individual created in such an organization was 
such that once they were done their tour of service they would leave the unit and 
invariably become gangsters or mercenaries who were now highly trained. As such, 
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the CDS did not want that type of problem or fall-out and as a result did not want 
that type of unit within his Canadian Armed Forces.110

The SOLGEN was in a difficult position. Neither of the heads of the RCMP or 
CAF were willing to take on the responsibility of a counter-terrorist unit. Any leth-
argy that remained in deciding on whether or not to pursue a counter-terrorist 
capability was shattered a few months after the SOLGEN tabled his latest propos-
al. Significantly, on 23 June 1985, as baggage crew was transferring luggage from 
Canadian Pacific flight 003 from Vancouver to an Air India flight at the Narita 
Airport in Japan, a suitcase exploded killing two and wounding four others. An 
hour later, Air India Flight 182, from Montreal to London exploded over the coast 
of Ireland. The explosions claimed 331 lives and, at the time, represented the worst 
terrorist attacks in modern history.111

This latest attack galvanized Cabinet. It directed that the RCMP create a Special 
Emergency Response Team (SERT), which was established on 22 January 1986. 
Perrin Beatty, the SOLGEN at the time, announced, “In those rare cases where all 
efforts to negotiate a peaceful end to a hostage seizure have failed and where the 
hostages are in immediate danger, the authorities have no choice but rescue by 
armed assault.”112 The “razor-sharp” antiterrorist unit was described by Beatty as “a 
weapon of last resort, brought in at the last moment when all else fails.”113 

SERT consisted of two dedicated assault units of 23 personnel, as well as special-
ists, a small command cell and administrative staff. The total strength was approx- 
imately 75 individuals. The original scheme that Cabinet approved specified that 
one of the two “assault” units would normally be dispersed on routine police duties, 
however, this arrangement soon proved to be impractical. Importantly, the RCMP 
SERT was a high readiness force that was not intended as a “quick reaction force.” 
Rather its role was intended for commitment on Prime Ministerial authority only 
after a standoff had developed, all attempts at negotiation had failed, and resolution 
of the issue by force was beyond the capabilities of municipal, provincial or other 
federal resources deployed. As such, SERT had a very narrow mandate to “affect a 
hostage rescue by assault using deadly force.”114

By 1987, clear command and control (C2) principles were set in place. The SOLGEN 
confirmed SERT’s role and mission:
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It is a single purpose, highly specialized formation employing shock and 
precise deadly fire at close quarters to neutralize hostage takers before 
they are able to execute their captives. The Team should therefore be com-
mitted only after all other means have been exhausted and when it is clear 
that nothing less will give reasonable assurance of the hostages’ rescue.115

Significantly, the Cabinet approved C2 principles allowed the SOLGEN to autho-
rize deployment and commitment of SERT following consultation with the Prime 
Minister and other concerned ministers. The C2 principles also provided for “pre-
cautionary deployment” of SERT following consultation with the Prime Minister 
and other concerned ministers in instances of a major domestic or international 
event. For example, one of the two SERT sub-units was deployed as a precaution to 
the 1987 Vancouver Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting, to the 1988 
Calgary Winter Olympics and to the 1988 Toronto Economic Summit. 

DND did not escape its responsibility to support SERT. In August 1987, a memo-
randum of understanding (MOU) between CAF and the RCMP was arranged that 
outlined specific air transport support (both rotary and fixed wing) CAF would 
provide SERT for operational and training purposes. 

Throughout this period, the requirement to grow a third SERT sub-unit to aug-
ment the current two, twenty-three man assault groups remained a major concern. 
International experience had shown that SERT’s present size was inadequate for the 
potentially critical mission of assaulting a wide-bodied aircraft. In February 1992, 
the SOLGEN finally directed the RCMP to recruit the necessary personnel to man 
a third assault group. However, the direction would prove to be superfluous. The 
face of counter-terrorism was about to change.

Joint Task Force Two (JTF 2)
As noted earlier, by the early 1990s, the continuing efforts of the Federal govern-
ment to combat its enormous deficit led to deep budget cuts to all government 
departments.116 The RCMP was not immune. Faced with financial constraints, the 
requirement to pay over-time to members of the SERT, a force that had been in 
existence for years but had not yet deployed, as well as the requirement to contin-
ually rely on military airlift and other support provided the impetus for change. 
Moreover, the military in the Post-Cold War era was also amenable to taking on 
new roles.117 The Deputy Minister at the time, Bob Fowler, was instrumental in 
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pushing for DND to take on the role. As such, in February 1992, senior govern-
ment, RCMP and DND decision-makers decided to transfer the Hostage Rescue 
(HR)/Counter-Terrorism (CT) responsibilities from the RCMP SERT to a military 
organization. Consequently, Joint Task Force Two (JTF 2) was born.

The transfer was broken into two distinct phases. The first, which spanned 1 March 
1992 to June 1993, focused on DND/CAF conducting the following activities:

a. defining policy changes that would be required;

b. designing and establishing the JTF 2 organization and confirming its 
mission; 

c. defining the headquarters element and instructors (Annual Posting Season 
(APS) 92);

d. identifying and procuring training and operational equipment;

e. identifying and procuring administrative equipment (e.g. vehicles, clerical, 
computers etc); 

f. designing the selection criteria for team members and selecting them; and

g. defining administrative and training facility requirements for both Dwyer 
hill and Petawawa. 

The second phase consisted of the actual posting of assault team members to the 
new JTF 2 organization; conducting individual and team training; as well as assum-
ing operational responsibility from the RCMP as of 1 April 1993.

Due to the fiscal constraints, the Treasury Board (TB) insisted that the transfer 
would have zero impact to the Federal budget. Initially, DND had no desire to take 
over the 210 acre RCMP Dwyer Hill complex. Rather, they planned to establish 
the new unit in CFB Petawawa. However, once the planners gained a better un-
derstanding of the special facilities required; learned that the RCMP were consid-
ering closing down Dwyer Hill; and examined the infrastructure requirements of 
the unit compared to existing CAF facilities in the Ottawa area, they realized that 
Dwyer Hill Training Centre was the better option.  

The official role the Government assigned to JTF 2 was “to provide a force capable 
of rendering armed assistance in the resolution of an incident that is, or has the 
potential of, affecting the national interest. The primary focus is counter-terrorism; 
however, the unit can expect to be employed on other high value strategic tasks.”118 
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The challenge for the unit was immense. It had to select and train its personnel, and 
establish a new unit and be operational by 1 April 1993. The tight timelines meant 
that the first CO, Lieutenant-Colonel Ray Romses, had little choice but to utilize 
the RCMP SERT model for pre-selection, selection and qualification standards. 
The RCMP had two distinct entities. The Dwyer Hill Training Centre was run by a 
RCMP inspector who was responsible for the infrastructure and training. The com-
mand and control of the actual SERT was vested in another RCMP officer. Romses, 
however, would be responsible for both the operational and training functions.

The RCMP, with the participation of seven CAF individuals who were selected by 
career managers to act as training cadre, ran special selection courses up to August 
1992. Subsequently, the RCMP and the CAF training cadre ran two assaulter courses 
for successful candidates from September to December 1992.119 This course was fol-
lowed up from January to March 1993, with final operational training and a sniper 
course. In addition, a second assault troop course was also conducted from January 
to March. Increasingly, the RCMP SERT members took on less and less responsibil-
ity for the training as the JTF 2 personnel were trained. In the end, by 1 April 1993, 
JTF 2 had two assault troops and a sniper detachment operationally ready. 

Despite the tight timelines, JTF 2 was ready for the 1 April stand-up date. A formal 
hand-over parade and Mess Dinner were held at Dwyer Hill on 31 March 1992 to 
mark the handover of the HR/CT role from the RCMP SERT to JTF 2. The follow-
ing day, the unit was already undertaking an operational task. 

Another challenge faced by the embryonic new CT unit was the prevailing envi-
ronment. The Somalia Scandal, specifically the torture killing of Shidane Arone 
by members of the Canadian Airborne Regiment while deployed on Operation 
Deliverance in Somalia, and the subsequent political maelstrom, placed the new 
unit in a very difficult spot. Lieutenant-General Mike Day, the unit’s first adjutant, 
observed:

The CAF was very much living in a post Somalia effected environment. 
Although the decision had not yet been made, at this stage, to disband 
the [Canadian Airborne] Regiment, the full internal impact on culture 
and the leadership of the CAF, was already beginning to be felt across the 
force. The CAF Senior leadership, although acquiescing to the initiative 
by then Mr. Bob Fowler to assume the counter terrorist role, they were 
by no means keen advocates. Already scared and scarred by the Somalia 
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experience, which was in the throes of tarnishing the Canadian Forces, 
the last thing they wanted was what they considered another Airborne 
Regiment like entity. An elite fighting force clearly was too close to 
comfort for many, and although ignorance about what the unit should, 
and ultimately would be, played a part in shaping these opinions. It was 
arguably the predilection to risk avoidance that was the most telling 
element.120

Early days – JTF 2 assaulters conducting break-in drills.

        CANSOFCOM
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Similarly, a former senior public affairs officer revealed, “The early days of JTF 2 
were a different era. The first JTF 2 press plan basically stated, ‘show nothing; say 
nothing; admit nothing.’” He acknowledged the environment was one “where you 
could be organizational healthy one moment and in crisis the next. Reputations 
could be destroyed in minutes.” Importantly, for JTF 2, the message out of the 
gate was “[your] Reputation hangs on a razor’s edge.”121 As one operator asserted, 
“Understanding we were a new entity, we knew we were one decision away from 
being disbanded.”122

In essence, a very suspicious senior leadership was concerned that the new unit, 
which was made up heavily of former serving members of the Canadian Airborne 
Regiment not take on any outward vestiges of elitism. They made it clear that the 
JTF 2 lexicon was not to include words such as elite, special, Special Forces, Special 
Operations Forces or any other words or symbols that would perpetuate or link to 
the entity or concept of a military elite. As one former CO revealed, “The term SOF 
wasn’t even allowed to be used – we had to use Special Purpose Forces – the lexicon 
of NDHQ.”123 

Aside from the already stated challenges, and the constricting “political” environ-
ment, from the beginning, the CO realized that the unit would have to evolve. The 
RCMP SERT had been content to remain strictly a police HR/CT (black) type or-
ganization. Initial time constraints meant that JTF 2 had to take on that paradigm 
and the police culture that accompanied it. However, with the black role came the 
issue of utility. How often would it be used? Romses realized this could also cre-
ate retention issues. Moreover, for JTF 2 to provide relevance to the greater CAF,  
a green (SOF) role would need to be developed.

One senior JTF 2 operator recalled, “We started to slide into a Green role. It was a 
natural push from our unit as most of the guys were from the Airborne Regiment.” 
He added, “for the Commonwealth Games we had to run a basic course on pa-
trolling. Furthermore, deployments to the Former Yugoslavia and Africa to do 
Contingency Planning Assistance Teams (CPAT), Contingent Commander’s 
Advisory Teams (CCAT), Close Personal Protection (CPP) and hostage rescue, also 
drove us to green.”124
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JTF 2 assaulters conducting a HR.

As such, the unit began to evolve in the mid to late-1990s towards a more military 
SOF orientation and capability.  However, HR/CT remained JTF 2’s primary focus. 
In 1994, the CDS approved growth for JTF 2, as well as a transition from a pure 
black CT role to other special operations tasks. As a result, the unit undertook 
tasks around the globe that gave its members both experience in foreign locations 
(e.g. Africa, the Balkans, Haiti), as well as exposure to senior military and civilian 
decision-makers. 

JTF 2 CPP in Haiti.

CANSOFCOM

CANSOFCOM
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The unit’s culture at the time was one of innovation, dedication and professional-
ism. There was no real fore-runner or experience to fall back on. Much of what the 
unit was doing was by trial and error. One of the original “plank-holders” recalled:

We were striving for excellence. There was far less concern about personal 
or family – it was all about the mission. It was all about getting the job 
done. Innovation was everything. In Elliot Mines we practiced with ex-
plosives, often collapsing rooms on ourselves. It was all trial and error to 
build the packages we have today. There were no DRDC [Defence Research 
Development Canada] scientists. MCT [Maritime Counter Terrorism] – we 
were out there with no dry suits or maritime radios in the mid-Atlantic 
Ocean. Only know what you know. Different climate. No drinking. Six to 
nine months on IR [Immediate Response] squadron. There was a recall 
at least once a month. One week a month dedicated to night training. We  
operated in our bubble. Our challenge – establishing credibility and trust 
with the government.125 

Undeniably, the unit’s organizational culture was strong.126 It was built on shared 
hardship, experience and a like-mindedness to succeed. Importantly, the small 
unit consisted of individuals that self-identified as possessing an abnormally high  
measure of the following traits:

a. A high sense of mission;

b. A sense of individual responsibility and accountability;

c. A sense of commitment well beyond that expected in other units;

d. Personal motivation and initiative well outside the norm;

e. High standards of physical fitness and mental robustness;

f. Versatility and adaptability in skills and techniques unique to the CT role;

g. Members must be capable of working either as a team member or in  
isolation without supervision, and must be equally as able to work along-
side non-military organizations and foreign units; and 

h. Maturity and common sense.

Although the unit was expanding to include a green component, as already men-
tioned, its focus was still almost exclusively on black skills. Nonetheless, in 1995, 
the unit established a “green phase” for new members during their initial training 
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course. This phase was largely an introduction to fieldcraft for the non-combat 
arms volunteers. 

The slow expansion to “green skills,” however, was not without consequence. 
Within the unit there was a growing tension between those who favoured retaining 
the exclusive black hostage rescue role and “police culture” and those who wanted 
to push JTF 2 to be more akin to a military organization such as the British SAS and 
U.S. Delta Force. As one former JTF 2 Regimental Sergeant-Major (RSM) shared, 
“In the nineties we began to shift to field work as a Tier 1 SOF organization. It was 
a shock for some. They got use to the easy living [that was part of the black/police 
HR/CT culture].”127 Similarly, a junior officer at the time observed:

There were potential friction points as we transitioned to a “green” role 
for Afghanistan. The unit was borne from the RCMP’s Special Emergency 
Response Team (SERT) and the “spill-over” of the police tactical culture 
inevitably permeated into our squadrons. People had grown comfortable 
in the realm of CT Operations with its inherent blacked out Suburban 
[vehicles], hotels and lots of TD [temporary duty allowance]. Now it was 
heavy rucksacks, rations and patrolling in rugged extreme conditions. It 
created problems and some conflicts in leadership.128

The shift, or more accurately expansion of focus, and its corollary impact was part 
of a 1999 Chief of Review Services report. It captured the essence of a number of 
issues that faced JTF 2 at the time. The report stated:

JTF 2 is fully capable of meeting its assigned mission and task…The un-
assuming nature and competence of its members has earned the respect 
and admiration of Canada’s law enforcement agencies. Of even greater 
tribute, JTF 2 has also gained hard-earned recognition from many of 
our allies Special Operations Forces…The evolution of the unit over the 
past two years has been dramatic. While they inherited RCMP Special 
Emergency Response Team (SERT) character and methods of operations 
had served the squadron-sized JTF 2 well in the early days, the growth 
resulting from the assumption of unique military tasks required the unit 
to progress beyond the initial phase. The degree of this change has posed 
important leadership challenges…There is real danger of unit stagnation 
resulting from only undertaking training solely to prepare for the occur-
rence of a terrorist incident.129
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In the end, the internal debate was finally extinguished as external events provided 
the catalyst for dramatic change. On the morning of 11 September 2001 (9/11), mil-
lions watched their television screens mesmerized as events unfolded in New York 
City. In the early morning hours a passenger jet had ploughed into the top stories 
of the World Trade Center (WTC) in the financial core of the city. As audiences 
around the globe were glued to their television sets trying to absorb what had just 
happened, a second large commercial airliner came into view and slammed into 
the twin tower of the WTC. It would only be a short time later that both towers 
collapsed onto themselves and crumpled to the ground killing all those inside. A 
third aircraft slammed into the Pentagon, killing and injuring hundreds more and 
a fourth hijacked jetliner heading for Washington D.C. slammed into the ground 
in Pennsylvania short of its objective due to the bravery of its passengers. In total, 
almost 3,000 people were killed in the attacks. 

Within days it became clear that the Americans would take military action to strike 
at the terrorist who planned and conducted the attack and those that supported 
and abetted them. Osama Bin Laden and his al Qaeda terrorist (AQ) organization 
sheltered in Afghanistan by Mullah Omar and his Taliban government quickly 
became the centre of attention. Not surprisingly, the Americans, through Central 
Intelligence Agency (CIA) para-military forces and U.S. SOF, in conjunction with 
the Northern Alliance, an anti-Taliban resistance movement, quickly launched an 
offensive to oust the Taliban and capture Bin Laden and his associates. 

For Colonel Clyde Russell, the CO of JTF 2 at the time, the crisis proved to be a 
catalyst for change. “I realized we needed an operational focus quickly or we would 
fail Canadians,” Russell disclosed. “9/11 and the war pushed us to next level and 
beyond,” he revealed, “Instinctively I knew this was an opportunity and I knew we 
had to get ready for it.”130 

The Canadians quickly moved to support their American allies. The CAF mobi-
lized to send ships, aircraft and ground forces in support of the U.S. mission titled 
Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF). Part of the CAF force package was a special 
operations task force (SOTF) that deployed as part of OEF and was under opera-
tional control of the American Commander of the Combined Joint Forces Special 
Operations Component Command. The Americans broke up the Afghan theatre 
into two distinct areas of operational responsibility – Combined Joint Special 
Operations Task Force (North) (CJSOTF (N))/Task Force Dagger and Combined 
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Joint Special Operations Task Force (South) (CJSOTF (S))/Task Force K-Bar, which 
the Americans designated as the Coalition SOF task force.131 Their tasks included 
direct action, special reconnaissance and sensitive site exploitation.132 

Mountain Observation Post – Afghanistan 2002.

According to one ground force commander, the operations conducted by the SOTF 
were “akin to swinging a sledge hammer.” He explained, “Wherever we swung it, 
the enemy would scatter and seldom put up a fight. The firepower and resources 
brought to bear in our common mission force packages was staggering.” The stan-
dard package included at least one, sometimes two, AC-130 gunships, as well as 
MH-47s and MH-60 helicopters flown by the 160th Special Operations Aviation 
Regiment (SOAR), as well as P3 Orion intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance 
(ISR) platforms. The ground force commander conceded, “We were spoiled with 
our unchallenged access to the combat enablers and short mission durations.”133 
Importantly, with the exception of the AC-130 crews, everyone was co-located so 
mission planning was greatly facilitated. 

The JTF 2 based SOTF was deployed in theatre from December 2001 to November 
2002. At the time, JTF 2 was largely an unknown quantity and their role in theatre 
was initially marginalized. “They were curious because they [Americans] didn’t 
really know us,” conceded one member of the Task Force. He explained, “At the 
beginning, people said, ‘Who the f--- is JTF2?’”134 

CANSOFCOM
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It took only one mission, in the end, to demonstrate their skill sets and very quick-
ly they became a force of choice. By the end of the tour, according to U.S. mili-
tary officials the JTF 2 SOTF had conducted “42 reconnaissance and surveillance 
missions as well as 23 direct action missions.”135 Tasks included “snatching senior 
Taliban officials,” manning high altitude observation posts and combing mountain 
cave complexes.136 Their performance earned them the trust and respect of the U.S. 
commanders in theatre and the SOTF was given special tasks with American sub-
units allocated to it under tactical control (normally Rangers from the 75th Ranger 
Regiment or paratroopers from the 82nd Airborne Division, as well as aviation 
assets). Notably, the JTF 2 SOTF executed more missions than any other coalition 
SOF force assigned to CJSOTF (S)/Task Force K-Bar.  

Extraction from an operation.

In fact, U.S. Navy Commander Kerry Metz, director of operations for CJSOTF-S 
told Congress, “We were fortunate to have the finest special operations forces ... 
and we challenged our operators to conduct missions in some of the most hostile  

CANSOFCOM
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environments ever operated in.” He explained, “we had special reconnaissance 
teams operating in the mountains of Afghanistan above 10,000 feet for extend-
ed periods without resupply.”137 The CJSOTF-S Commander, Rear-Admiral Bob 
Harward, simply acknowledged “that his JTF 2 team was his first choice for any 
‘direct action’ mission.”138

Unquestionably, JTF 2 participation in OEF was a critical turning point in its evo-
lution and CANSOF history. Vice-Admiral Greg Maddison,139 the Deputy Chief of 
the Defence Staff (DCDS) at the time assessed: 

The immediate question was what options can we put on the table? The 
British literally had 30-40 people in Tampa [CENTCOM headquarters] 
within hours. We had to wait until the Government announced we were 
assisting/taking part of coalition of the willing. Once we got that it led to 
discussions with the Americans. It was a combination of “What do you 
need?” “What are you thinking?” and what do we have ready. We tried to 
get mutual agreement with what they were willing to accept. They defi-
nitely wanted us to respond with as significant a package as we could. We 
pitched the Chief of Staff several options, specifically an unconventional 
response, namely a contingent of JTF 2. The CDS recognized this as a 
realistic option. However, we did not think the GoC [Government of 
Canada] would accept it as an option. The response was quick – Yes! We 
were surprised they said yes. We explained JTF 2 capabilities at length. 
The prime minister and Cabinet stated that it made sense to them. For 
command and control, because of the quick response times required for 
targeting, the responsibility was put on a three-star in NDHQ, specif-
ically the DCDS. In time we saw the SOF commander going through 
the normal conventional theatre chain-of-command. However, at the 
beginning we had the mantle of top cover and oversight. JTF 2 was sent 
out first time into a theatre of war. Failure was not an option. If the task 
force failed, we would never get another opportunity again. Quite simply 
the GoC would not support another deployment. Because of Somalia we 
couldn’t fail, neither SOF, nor conventional forces. It would have been 
the death knell for public support or government support. We had to 
be very careful not to make tactical mistakes that would have strategic 
impact and stop our ability to move forward. We ensured all the “i”s were 
dotted and “t”s were crossed.140
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Furthermore, Maddison laid out the benefits that accrued from the SOF deployment:

1. Tactical impact – conducted some operations that saved lives;

2. At the operational and strategic level SOF proved to be another tool in the 
tool box;

3. The SOTF garnered so much international credibility and trust that in 
years to come we had to fight off offers to work with others here, there, and 
everywhere; 

4. Gave us impetus to have appropriate support/discussions to have Hillier 
later successfully argue for a SOF command; and

5. Actually proved to folks themselves they could do the things we trained 
them to do – basic foundation was proven – no small achievement in con-
fidence of operations.141 

The value of the JTF 2 contribution, or more importantly, its impact in theatre 
clearly bolstered Canadian credibility. “We had to shoulder our way into the in-
ternational SOF community with rep[resentative]s from the British SAS and U.S. 
Delta,” Colonel Russell explained, “but once we got our seat at the table, now we 
can hold our own.”142 

Participation in OEF also finalized the debate back at the Dwyer Hill Training 
Centre in Ottawa. One JTF 2 detachment commander asserted, “9/11 put us full 
throttle into the warfighting game and allowed us to pass a number of hurdles that 
would have taken years in a peacetime environment.” Lieutenant-General Day, one 
of the SOTF commanders at the time and later a Commander of the Canadian 
Special Operations Command (CANSOFCOM) believed, “We progressed the 
unit in maturity decades that first year [in Afghanistan].”  He explained, “9/11 and 
Afghanistan allowed CANSOFCOM to grow into a mature combat capable force. 
Our first deployment will remain the defining moment of who we are.”143 

Quite simply, the deployment of the JTF 2 SOTF planted the seeds of CANSOF 
growth and maturation. “It allowed us to move into a kinetic mode,” affirmed Day, 
“it showed the connection of the counter-terrorism/hostage rescue piece to the  
expeditionary capability.”144 
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Extraction from an operation.

Colonel Russel expounded, “Stepping out onto the world stage was our first big 
show.” He added, “from a strategic perspective, it opened the eyes of the grown-
ups of how SOF can be used as a bit of a strategic place marker in a crisis.” Russell 
explained, “we had a small footprint but a large impact. The country got a lot of 
credit. In the end, the deployment not only revitalized the unit, but it also revealed 
a very potent international capability.”145 

The self-assessment of CANSOF’s contribution to Operation Enduring Freedom 
was later reinforced by the Americans.  On 7 December 2004, George Bush, the 
President of the United States, awarded the JTF 2 component of CJSOTF(S)/Task 
Force K-Bar a Secretary of the Navy, Presidential Unit Citation. American officials 
sent the request for Canadian approval prior to its actual presentation to the CAF 
members. DND issued a press release the following day to announce the presen-
tation. The Canadian Governor General congratulated JTF 2 on the award on 10 
December 2004 through a media advisory. The narrative of the citation read:

For extraordinary heroism and outstanding performance of duty in ac-
tion against the enemy in Afghanistan from 17 October 2001 to 30 March 
2002. Throughout this period, Combined Joint Special Operations Task 
Force – SOUTH/Task Force K-BAR, operating first from Oman and then 
from forward locations throughout the southern and eastern regions of 
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Afghanistan successfully executed its primary mission to conduct special 
operations in support of the U.S. efforts as delegated to Commander U.S. 
CENTCOM through the Joint Forces Special Operations Component 
Command (JFSOCC) to destroy, degrade and neutralize the TB [Taliban] 
and AQ leadership and military. During its six-month existence TF 
K-Bar was the driving force behind myriad combat missions conducted 
in Combined Joint Operation Area Afghanistan. These precedent setting 
and extremely high-risk missions included search and rescue, recovery die 
ops, non-compliant boarding of high interest vessels, special reconnais-
sance, hydrographic reconnaissance, SSE [Sensitive Site Exploitation], DA  
missions apprehension of military and political detainees, destruction 
of multiple cave and tunnel complexes, identification and destruction of 
several known AQ training camps, explosion of thousands of pounds of 
enemy ordnance and successful coordination of UW [unconventional war-
fare] operations for Afghanistan. The sailors, soldiers, Airmen, Marines and  
coalition partners of CJSOTF (S)/TF K-Bar set an unprecedented 100 
percent mission success rate across a broad spectrum of special opera-
tions missions while operating under extremely difficult and constantly 
dangerous conditions. They established benchmark standards of profes-
sionalism, tenacity, courage tactical brilliance and operational excellence 
while demonstrating superb esprit de corps and maintaining the highest 
measures of combat readiness.146

In the aftermath of the award, the Canadian leadership took the opportunity to 
heap praise on the shadow warriors. “This citation from the U.S.,” Bill Graham, the 
MND, announced “signifies the outstanding counter-terrorism and special opera-
tions capability that has been developed by the Canadian Forces.” He added, “JTF 2 
has played a critical role in Canada’s contribution to the war against terrorism and 
will continue to be an important part of our domestic security.”147

Similarly, General Ray Hennault, the CDS at the time, asserted, “The presentation 
of the U.S. Presidential Unit Citation to members of JTF 2 brings important rec-
ognition to a group of incredible CF members whose accomplishments normally 
cannot be publicly recognized in the interest of national security.” He concluded, 
“Canadians should be very proud of this specialized Canadian military unit.”148

The importance of the mission and the recognition of the CANSOF contribution 
were also evident in the governmental decision to increase the capability and double 
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the size of JTF 2. The MND quickly realized the strategic impact, at a relatively 
low cost, that even a small SOF task force could achieve. As such, he pushed for 
expansion.149

In his speech to the House of Commons on 10 December 2001, to release the 2001 
Federal Budget, Enhancing Security for Canadians, Liberal Finance Minister Paul 
Martin declared, “In light of the international obligations that may be placed on the 
JTF 2 as part of Canada’s commitment to its allies in the war on terrorism, this bud-
get provides $119 million over the next five years to double the capacity of the unit. 
This will improve the JTF 2’s ability to respond to incidents at home and abroad.”150

CANSOF mobility patrol with close air support from an AH-64 Apache

Despite the great effort and incredible results, the JTF 2 initial deployment to 
Afghanistan ended rather quickly. By late 2002, with the Taliban largely routed 
and the country entering what appeared to be a period of relative calm, Canada 
withdrew all of its forces from Afghanistan. For JTF 2, the redeployment home was 
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necessary. The current level of activities for the relatively small unit could not be 
sustained. Colonel Russel conceded, 

As CO I had a lot of balls in the air. The Government wanted expansion 
of JTF 2 and wanted it now. I was fighting back to maintain standards. We 
still had to defend the homeland. At the same time we had to expend a lot 
of focus to fight the war and develop a credible Task Force. After 9/11 we 
moved / rolled into a mission command environment with lots of risk ac-
ceptance. We had to provide the freedom of action to produce what SOF 
was capable of doing. By 2005, we had established a good deal of credi-
bility. Mission success breeds expectations. Failure was never an option. 
I stressed this to all my subordinate commanders. Up to the deployment 
on OEF we were only a domestic HR force. We did a few international 
operations but not combat operations. We had to retool. We revamped 
all ours courses, selection, operations and leadership training. We knew 
that we were in for the long war. Not sure how many hits we would take. 
SOF needs to maintain relevance. If not people will question their invest-
ment. Within months after 9/11 we became involved in a $125M project. 
Doubling capability – careful with words – not double personnel because 
we vowed to maintain our standards, therefore, double capability. The 
risk of letting someone through our selection and training processes with 
lesser standards would compromise the unit. That was a risk we couldn’t 
accept. It was a full time job balancing expansion, domestic requirement 
(e.g. G7) and our deployment on OEF.151

The CO’s challenge was clearly evident in his intent statement to the unit. Russel wrote:

The unit must simultaneously accomplish three major tasks in FY [Fiscal 
Year] 02/03. Our first priority is to maintain a strong domestic count-
er-terrorist capability for homeland defense. Secondly, we must maintain 
our operational commitment to the campaign against global terrorism in 
Afghanistan. Support to this operation is my highest priority once home-
land defense capability has been assured. Finally, the unit must expand in 
size and capability IAW government direction in order to effectively count-
er future terrorist threats at home and abroad. The current state of global in-
security dictates that the unit must equip and train to meet a wide range of 
potential asymmetric threats at home and abroad as quickly as possible.152
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Aside from the JTF 2 deployment in the aftermath of 9/11, the Government ordered 
DND to undertake another initiative that would later cross into the CANSOF or-
bit, specifically the Joint Nuclear Biological Chemical Defence Company (JNBCD 
Coy). One of the post 9/11 issues that emerged was the terrorist use of biological 
and/or chemical weapons, especially anthrax or ricin. As such, the Government 
directed DND to establish a capability that could respond to threats within Canada 
with lesser/residual capability to operate abroad (in both cases in a hostile environ-
ment – dirty/contaminated environment and one that was opposed by an enemy) 
although it would need support/protection from a direct fire organization).153 

JTF 2 indicated that it was incapable of doing the task. The DCDS agreed fearing 
that adding that capability to the unit would create a span of control that would 
simply be too large. Therefore, the DCDS decided on a separate company so that 
expertise could be focused. This specialist unit stood up on 22 April 2002, and 
became a DCDS controlled unit operating out of CFB Trenton.154 The JNBCD 
Coy was formed from a cadre of instructors from the Canadian Forces Nuclear 
Biological Chemical School in CFB Borden to complement the RCMP national 
response capability. Specifically, it was to establish a stand-alone CBRN Response 
Team (RT) to form the CAF component of the National CBRN RT with the RCMP 
and the Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC). 

In December 2003, the National CBRN RT was declared operationally ready. The 
following year, the JNBCD Coy began providing CBRN support to JTF 2 and 
was integrated into the Immediate Reaction Task Force (IRTF) shortly thereafter. 
Unfortunately, being a NDHQ controlled unit, with no real Service affiliation, it 
suffered accordingly with regard to resource and manning priorities. 

Meanwhile, the Canadian pull-out of Afghanistan in 2002 did not last long. The 
CAF returned the following year in 2003, as a contributor to the International 
Security Assistance Force (ISAF) in Kabul. As part of the redeployment, JTF 2 
also maintained a footprint on the ground in the form of a Joint Liaison Team-
Afghanistan (JLT-A) from 2003-2005. The JLT-A was embedded in the CAF com-
pound at Camp Julien and the team was under operational control (OPCON) to the 
Operation Athena Task Force Commander.  

 For JTF 2, the post 9/11 era now meant that the unit was committed to an out of 
area combat role. This meant that since that time, the unit had to be capable of  
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sustained out of area operations, which ranged from small teams for specialized 
missions, to squadron level combat tasks that were supported by a Special Operation 
Command and Control Element (SOCCE).  The SOCCE contains all the specialized 
staff, strategic communications, intelligence and geomatics components necessary 
to support deployed special operations and provide the interface with NDHQ and 
coalition and Combined and Joint Special Operations Task Forces.

While JTF 2 and the whole SOF concept was relatively unknown prior to 9/11 and 
largely ignored by most in the military, the post 9/11 era suddenly saw an explosion 
of SOF supporters. SOF became, in the words of strategists and analysts, the “Force 
of Choice.” A Report of the Standing Committee on Defence and Veterans Affairs 
in 2002, entitled Facing our Responsibilities: The State of Readiness of the Canadian 
Forces, strongly recommended that “The Department of National Defence under-
take a study on the future of JTF 2 to determine its long-term requirements in 
terms of resources, the implications of overseas deployments of some of its person-
nel, and the advantages and disadvantages of establishing a Canadian special force 
unit similar to U.S. and UK special force units operating in Afghanistan.”155 

That same year, the Army, through its Land Forces Doctrine and Training System 
(LFDTS) Command, undertook a study of developing a special operations capa-
bility (SOC). The working group recognized a “SOF/SOC” gap between what it 
considered the JTF 2 (Black Role) and conventional light infantry battalions (LIBs). 
It focused on four specific tasks:

1. protective operations; 

2. direct action; 

3. special reconnaissance; and 

4. military assistance. 

The core intent of the army vision was to re-role its light infantry battalions into 
a SOF role. This initiative never came to fruition because undercurrents at higher 
levels soon displaced any Army attempt at developing a SOF capability of its own. 

The Afghan SOF experience, as mentioned earlier, matured the Canadian thinking 
with regard to its SOF capability, particularly its shortfalls. A 2003 JTF 2 paper, 
written by commanders of the SOTF that supported the American OEF, identified 
key capability gaps based on their experience in theatre. They identified the need 
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for an integral cordon force, as well as integral aviation support. Importantly, the 
case they made was for the need to enhance the JTF 2 capability by increasing the 
CANSOF community with the necessary enablers to provide JTF 2 with the neces-
sary support to conduct independent operations.

The idea of expanding the Canadian SOF capability was germinating in some cor-
ners of NDHQ as well. The Term SOG, or Special Operations Group, began to be 
used as early as 26 November 2003. The concept was included in a Briefing Note 
making a case for a “SOG Operations Centre.” The idea was to create a compart-
mentalized SOG command centre to run SOF operations.  

By 2004, the concept had gained traction. In September of that year, the Vice Chief 
of the Defence Staff (VCDS) Vice-Admiral Ron Buck chaired the Future Security 
Working Group. He pulled (then) Lieutenant-Colonel Mike Day in as “the pen” or 
primary writer on SOF capability. Day spent the next three months fleshing out the 
idea of the SOG, which was centred on JTF 2. The limiting factor was that there was 
no national appetite for formalizing the ad hoc arrangement of support units or 
capability. The constraint remained that any requirement (e.g. JNBCD Coy, intel-
ligence, aviation) for international operations would be a “bolt-on fix” as required.  

The focus on a larger CANSOF entity picked up momentum the following year. 
However, before that, international events would push the strategic relevance of 
JTF 2 even higher. On 24 December 2004, the Americans requested Canada to 
deploy another Canadian SOTF as early as possible. The request affirmed that 
Canada’s previous SOF contribution to OEF in Afghanistan in 2001-2002, “was 
highly valued by the US.” Moreover, it confirmed “that relatively small numbers 
of special operations forces exert a disproportionately large operational impact.”156

This news came as no surprise since JTF 2’s performance in Afghanistan had elicited 
praise from the American ambassador Paul Cellucci. He publicly stated, “Canada’s 
elite Tier 1 JTF 2 is as capable as any Tier 1 Special Forces in the world [and it] 
makes a significant contribution whenever deployed.”157

The request to deploy another Canadian SOTF was strongly supported by both the 
CDS, General Rick Hillier, and the Deputy Minister, D.M. Elcock. They believed 
that the deployment of Canadian SOF to Afghanistan would make Canada’s ongoing 
commitment to an active engagement in the Campaign Against Terrorism clearly 
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evident. The deployment also demonstrated the nation’s direct burden sharing with 
the Americans, who were considered our closest allies. The deployment was also 
in consonance with the ongoing strategic objective for the CAF in the Global War 
on Terrorism (GWOT). Furthermore, the deployment of a SOTF would assist the 
government of Afghanistan in providing security and stability in the country, as 
well as supporting reconstruction activities. In addition, it would also contribute to 
the elimination of Al-Qaeda, the Taliban and other anti-coalition militants as con-
tinuing terrorist threats to international peace and security. Finally, the deployment 
would support efforts to address the humanitarian needs of Afghans.

Village search, Zabul Province.

In sum, the rationale behind the deployment was strong. As a result, the high-level 
support was not surprising. But then again, the senior decision-makers were all 
well versed in the strength of the unit. “One of my first visits,” General Hillier ac-
knowledged, “was to Joint Task Force Two (JTF 2), our special forces unit based 
near Ottawa, no strangers to me after the many operations.” He explained, “JTF 2 
troopers are the Olympic athletes of soldiering, our version of gold medalists, tak-
ing on the most difficult missions and tasks with a level of skill and professionalism 

 CANSOFCOM
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that has earned the respect of Special Forces units around the world. Like the U.S. 
Delta Force or the British Special Air Service (SAS), they get the most dangerous 
and demanding of missions, from hostage rescues to acting as bodyguards for VIPs 
(like me!) to operating for long periods of time on their own in enemy territory.”158 

CANSOF CPP for Prime Minister Chrétien and President Hamid Karzai.

Not surprisingly, with such endorsement, the Government of Canada authorized 
the deployment of a JTF 2 SOTF to Afghanistan in support of OEF on 1 June 2005. 
Its mission was “to conduct combat operations in the Afghanistan theatre of opera-
tions (ATO) in support of US-led Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) for a period 
of one year.”159 CANSOF was back at war. 

 

 CANSOFCOM
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CHAPTER 5
CANADIAN SPECIAL OPERATIONS 
FORCES COMMAND (CANSOFCOM)

While the JTF 2 SOTF was conducting missions in Kandahar and Helmand prov-
inces, developments that would dramatically impact CANSOF were transpiring in 
Ottawa. The Afghanistan experience, as already noted, proved to be a watershed for 
CANSOF. Very quickly the tempo of operations, as well as the SOTF’s execution 
of the myriad of missions clearly highlighted force structure concerns that pre-
vented JTF 2 from reaching its full potential. As already mentioned, a 2003 study 
paper written by CANSOF staff examined the lessons learned from the 2001-2002 
mission in Afghanistan. It identified the need for a Tier 2 SOF capability within 
Canada to support JTF 2 operations. This call for additional resources did not fall 
on deaf ears. 

In February 2005, General Hillier, newly appointed as the CDS, told his general 
officers at a special general/flag officer seminar in Cornwall, Ontario that “We 
need an integrated Canadian Forces that consists of maritime, air, land and special  
forces, woven together to make a more effective military.”160 This was the first 
time that a CDS spoke of Canada’s SOF capability within the context as a fourth  
environment within the CAF. Later that year, on 19 April 2005, General Hillier 
declared that he intended “on bringing JTF 2, along with all the enablers that it 
would need, to conduct operations successfully into one organization with one 
commander.”161 This would prove to be a major step for CANSOF. 

General Hillier revealed his transformational agenda in the 2005 Defence Policy 
Statement (DPS). In this document, Hillier set out his initial initiatives that focused 
on restructuring units and expanding the CAF’s expeditionary capabilities. The crux 
of transformation was to create units capable of performing integrated operations, 
specifically bolstering the institution’s ability to conduct joint operations. Part of 
this equation, to Hillier in any case, meant SOF as well. As such, under the DPS a 
number of joint units were to be formed. These included a Special Operations Group 
(SOG); a Standing Contingency Task Force; and a Mission Specific Task Force. 
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To achieve his transformation vision, Hillier created a number of CDS Action 
Teams (CAT) in the summer of 2005. As part of the “Capability” CAT, a special 
team consisting of (then) Lieutenant-Colonel Mike Day and (then) Majors Mike 
Rouleau and Kevin Morton focused on the SOF component. Specifically, they 
established the conceptual underpinnings for the Command and Control, Force 
Generation and Force Employment of CANSOFCOM (and by extension its units). 
The team developed a series of four to five one page briefing notes on the key SOF 
issues that they presented direct to the CDS. These informative briefs became the 
real driver behind the CANSOFCOM concept. By the end of the process, according 
to the SOF CAT members, “The CDS was adamant that the opportunity cost to the 
CAF of creating CANSOFCOM was justifiable under the premise that integrated 
SOF effects could be brought to bear.” Lieutenant-General Day recalled, 

Hillier knew exactly what he wanted in CANSOF. We provided rigor to 
support what he wanted. He had a very clear view. The core idea, core fo-
cus and core capability came from Rick Hillier’s head, strongly reinforced 
by American capability. CAT teams were his socialization process to the 
CAF. They helped him prove some of his C2 and Service interests.162

Despite the CDS’s vision, as a function of internal resistance, resource constraints, 
as well as an evolution of thinking, Hillier developed a second set of transforma-
tional policies clearly aimed to reorganize the CAF command structure. Much like 
his earlier proposed force structure changes, the latest initiatives were focused on 
making the CAF a more joint and operationally capability military. As such, Hillier 
collapsed the DCDS office and stood up four new commands. Canada Command 
was responsible for all CAF operations in Canada and North America; Canadian 
Expeditionary Command (CEFCOM) for all operations outside of North America 
with the exception of special operations; CANSOFCOM was charged with the lat-
ter; and Canadian Operational Support Command (CANOSCOM) was charged 
with commanding all combat service and combat service support operations. 

Hillier laid out his finalized vision in his 18 October 2005, “CDS Planning Guidance 
– CF Transformation.” He described his end-state as a “CF that is strategically rel-
evant, operationally responsive and tactically decisive, supported by an effective, 
efficient and adaptable defence institution; capable of operating within a dynamic 
and evolving security spectrum.” His intent was equally clear: 
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The CF will become more effective, relevant and responsive, and its profile 
and ability to provide leadership at home and abroad will be increased. 
The CF will become more effective by better integrating maritime, land, 
air and special operations forces. It will become more relevant both at 
home and abroad, by adapting its capabilities and force structure to deal 
with threats that arise from international instability, especially in frag-
ile states. It will become more responsive by enhancing its ability to act 
quickly in the event of crises, whether in Canada or around the world.163

Hillier’s number one priority was the stand-up of the new commands. In July 
2005, the CDS ordered the creation of the SOG. In October he authorized the re-
naming of the SOG to CANSOFCOM.164 On 1 December 2005, the Honourable 
Bill Graham, MND, signed Ministerial Order 2005078, which officially “organize 
Canadian Special Operations Command as a command of the Canadian Forces” 
and directed that CANSOFCOM “be embodied in the Regular Force.”165

By 2005, JTF 2 had also gained a great degree of attention and had built its reputa-
tion. Its domestic credibility with Law Enforcement Agencies, as well as its inter-
national operations in Haiti, the Balkans, Africa and Afghanistan had peeled away 
some of its former obscurity and made it a unit with solid credentials.  A Senate 
report referred to JTF 2 as “the sharpest edge of its [Canada’s] military spear.”166 
Similarly, another Government of Canada publication, Canada’s International 
Policy Statement: A Role of Pride and Influence in the World – DEFENCE, men-
tioned JTF 2 no less than forty times. It lauded: 

A Special Operations Group will be established to respond to terrorism 
and threats to Canadians and Canadian interests around the world. 
This group will include Joint Task Force 2, our special operations and 
counterterrorism unit; a special operations aviation capability centered 
on helicopters; and supporting land and maritime forces. The Special 
Operations Group will be capable of operating as an independent unit 
or contributing to other joint force structures. Integrating our special 
operations forces in this manner will increase their impact in operations, 
as well as the range of options available to government in the deployment 
of the Canadian Forces.167
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CANSOFCOM Crest.

Cognizant of the internal resistance and negative undercurrents to his trans-
formation vision and the necessity to achieve momentum, Hillier ordered the 
new Commands to be officially functioning as of 1 February 2006. As such, 
CANSOFCOM stood up in NDHQ on the appointed day with a skeletal staff of only 
48 personnel. Its genesis actually sprang from the embryonic Counter-Terrorism 
Special Operations (CTSO) cell, which consisted of a colonel and a dozen staff 
officers. The CTSO cell was the strategic interface between JTF 2 and NDHQ and it 
folded into the headquarters once the Command was stood up.

The purpose of CANSOFCOM was clearly articulated as the need “to force de-
velop, generate and, where required, employ and sustain Special Operations Task 
Forces (SOTF) capable of achieving tactical, operational and strategic effects re-
quired by the Government of Canada (GoC).”168 Its mission was to “Provide the 
CDS and operational commanders agile, high-readiness Special Operations Forces 
capable of conducting special operations across the spectrum of conflict at home  
and abroad.”169

The Command consisted of a small headquarters, JTF 2, the Joint Nuclear, Biological 
Chemical Defence Company (JNBCD Company), which was officially re-named 
in September 2007 to the Canadian Joint Incident Response Unit (CJIRU), 427 
Special Operations Aviation Squadron (SOAS) and a new “Tier 2” combatant unit 
called the Canadian Special Operations Regiment (CSOR). The stand-up of the 
Command was not without its critics. The Army and the Air Force lost substantial 
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personnel and resources in the transformation process. Understandably, they were 
not particularly enamoured with the new Command.

Despite the resistance, Hillier believed in the value of CANSOFCOM. After all, it 
is a high reliability organization that produces high readiness and responsive SOF 
that are able to provide national strategic security solutions. It delivers agile forces 
capable of precision effects, both direct and indirect, thereby achieving the CAF’s 
requirements and the CDS mandate, by producing outcomes that are timely and 
of high strategic value for modest cost. Moreover, CANSOFCOM contributes to 
national defence and security through the provision of three strategic capabilities:

1. The delivery of an effective counter-terrorism response both domestically 
and abroad;

2. The ability to access, understand and influence operational environments; 
and

3. The ability to project immediate reaction, rapidly deployable SOF in  
response to emerging or immediate threats to the nation.

More specifically, CANSOFCOM is capable of undertaking the following tasks:

a. Counter Terrorism;

i. Maritime Special Operations;

ii. Maritime Counter-terrorism;

iii. Opposed Boarding;

b. Direct action;

c. Special Recovery Operations;

i. Personnel Recovery Operations;

ii. Hostage Rescue Operations;

iii. Non-combatant Evacuation Operations;

iv. Material Recovery Operations;

d. Combating Weapons of Mass Destruction;

i. Counter-proliferation;

ii. Non-proliferation;

iii. Weapons of Mass Destruction Elimination;
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e. Special Protection Operations;
i. Close Personal Protection;
ii. Special Force Protection; 

f. Sensitive Site Exploitation;

g. Special Reconnaissance; 

h. Irregular Warfare;
i. Military Assistance;
ii. Stability Activities;
iii. Counterinsurgency;

i. Special Aerospace Warfare;
i. Special Operations Air-Land Integration;
ii. Airborne Reconnaissance and Surveillance; and
iii. Airborne Fire Support.

JTF 2 Crest.

Within the Command, JTF 2, in many ways, now lost some of it independence. It 
now became part of a larger organization that imposed additional oversight and 
management. Nonetheless, it was the senior unit in CANSOFCOM and one of two 
National Mission Force units within the Command. The wording of its mission also 
eventually changed. It evolved from “to provide a force capable of rendering armed 
assistance in the resolution of an incident that is, or has the potential of, affecting 
the national interest. The primary focus is counter-terrorism; however, the unit 
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can expect to be employed on other high value strategic tasks” to the new text that 
read “to protect the Canadian national interest and combat threats to Canadians at 
home and abroad.”170  

When CANSOFCOM was stood-up, the JNBCD Coy was cut from the DCDS and 
placed under command of CANSOFCOM as an integral unit. By July 2007, a cadre 
was selected from JNBCD Coy to create the re-designated and expanded CJIRU, 
which is a SOF CBRN unit and the second of two National Mission Force units 
within CANSOFCOM. CJIRU’s mission is to provide timely, agile and specialized 
Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear (CBRN) support to the Government 
of Canada in order to prevent, control and mitigate CBRN threats to Canada, 
Canadians and Canadian interests. The Unit is a core member of the National 
CBRN Response Team, and is also responsible for Counter-Terrorism (CT), Special 
Reconnaissance (SR) and Counter-Proliferation (CP). 

CJIRU Crest.

CJIRU has three key mandates:

a. Respond to CBRN events as an element of the National CBRNE Response 
Team; 

b. Provide an agile integral part of the CANSOFCOM Immediate Response 
Task Force (IRTF); and 

c. Provide specialized support to CAF expeditionary operations.
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The third addition to the Command was 427 Squadron (Sqn), an Air Force avia-
tion unit that was re-designated 427 Special Operations Aviation Squadron (SOAS) 
and embedded as an integral element within CANSOFCOM. Its mission is to pro-
vide dedicated special operations aviation effects as part of high-readiness Special 
Operations Task Forces (SOTFs) for domestic and international operations. The 
SOAS also has a secondary role of furnishing tactical and administrative/utility 
aviation for domestic contingencies, which includes support to secondary Search 
and Rescue.

427 SOAS Crest.

Despite its only recent integration within CANSOFCOM, 427 SOAS and its 
affiliated aviation squadrons have had a distinguished history of support to  
special operations in Canada.  During the summer of 1990, a sub-unit of 450 Sqn, 
designated SERT Assault Helicopter Flight (SAH Flt), was formed to provide dedi-
cated support to the RCMP SERT. When the SERT transferred its responsibilities to 
JTF 2 in April 1993, the SAH Flt increased its size to a full SAH squadron. However, 
the move of 450 Sqn from Ottawa to Montreal in the summer of 1994, combined 
with the transition from the CH-135 Twin-Engine Huey to the CH-146 Griffon 
helicopter began to create operational limitations. As a result, the support role to 
JTF 2 was transferred to 427 Sqn, stationed in CFB Petawawa, in the summer of 
1996 with the creation of the Special Operations Aviation (SOA) Flight, designated 
“B” Flight. 
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By 1997, the first wave of 427 Sqn SOA personnel began their transition to the 
Griffon. Fifty per cent of the “B” Flight remained on stand-by duty on the Huey 
platform. The squadron completed its transition by year-end. Throughout this pe-
riod “B” Flight expanded its capability to keep in sync with the maturation of JTF 
2. As such, “B” Flight pushed the envelope on urban operations and began to trial 
an initial maritime counter terrorism (MCT) capability. In October 2003, “B” Flight 
participated in its first national level MCT exercise.

The fourth unit in CANSOFCOM was a newly created unit. Originally, during the 
conception and planning phase it was called the Special Service Unit (SSU) and was 
designed as a “Tier 2 Ranger” capability to support JTF 2. This idea was borne from 
JTF 2’s initial Afghan experience. Planning documents explained, “There is a need 
for the CF to develop a second-tier SOF capability to bridge the gap between JTF 
2 and CF conventional forces. It is proposed that a single Special Service Unit be 
created to support JTF 2 operations and to conduct specialized rapid reaction tasks 
in support of government objectives.”171

The planners envisioned that the SSU would conduct missions such as:

a. deploy as an initial Canadian contribution to emerging operations for up to 
90 days;

b. conduct raids and direct action missions where surgical shooting skills are 
not required;

c. conduct non-combatant evacuation tasks (NEO); and

d. provide intimate support to JTF 2 elements conducting hostage rescue or 
surgical missions by providing outer cordon security, heavier fire support, 
quick reaction forces, cut-offs and domination of larger targets.

To be effective it was necessary that the SSU organization would “complement JTF 
2 by mirroring its specialized insertion capabilities, its high readiness, its ability to 
compartmentalize information and maintain operational security, its tactics, tech-
niques and operating procedures.”172 In addition, sharing of equipment, such as 
communications and night vision equipment, would be necessary.

The planners envisioned the SSU to compose of approximately 750 selected person-
nel organized into: a unit Headquarters, three Commando Groups (each capable of 
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either independent operations or integrating into a JTF 2 force package); a Special 
Forces Company capable of conducting reconnaissance, training, stability and/or 
influence operations by supporting local leadership and indigenous populations in 
post-conflict or humanitarian situations; and a logistics and administrative support 
element. The SSU, eventually renamed the Canadian Special Operations Regiment 
(CSOR), was a direct result of the realization that a “relevant, responsive and ef-
fective CANSOFCOM” meant the addition of an agile, robust SOF unit capable 
of supporting others, or conducting a broad range of domestic and expeditionary 
special operations missions on its own.173 General Hillier explained, “What we 
needed was a complete special operations team that works closely together and can 
interoperate seamlessly, as opposed to being put together on an ad hoc basis.” He 
declared, “That’s exactly what CSOR will do — provide the missing assets in our 
special operations team and the capabilities that we simply didn’t have before.”174

CSOR Crest.

The initial manning for CSOR was drawn from a company from the 3rd Battalion, 
The Royal Canadian Regiment (3 RCR). The unit officially stood-up on 13 August 
2006 with the graduation of its first class of Special Operations Basic Qualification 
Course (SOBQ) graduates.175 CSOR is a Special Forces unit with the capabilities 
and responsiveness to operate in austere and hostile environments throughout the 
spectrum of conflict. It is optimized to be a kinetic force with the agility to conduct 
and support a broad range of special operations missions. The Regiment is built 
upon the Special Forces Operator, a SOF generalist who pursues mastery of Special 
Warfare, Special Reconnaissance, and Direct Action. Importantly, CSOR provides 
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the Government of Canada with a robust, flexible, high readiness expeditionary 
force that can be deployed abroad or in defence of Canada. As a growing and 
evolving unit, the Regiment’s ability to rapidly adapt to the dynamic security envi-
ronment provided CANSOFCOM with a versatile, multi-mission force, capable of 
delivering tactical to strategic level SOF effects.

Although initially the core of CANSOFCOM seemed to revolve around JTF 2,  
the Command quickly evolved. “We don’t talk about deploying units,” then- 
CANSOFCOM Commander Brigadier-General Mike Day explained in 2008, “We 
talk about deploying special operation task forces which are absolutely an amalgam 
of all the parts of this command.”176 One such example was the publicly announced 
SOTF called “Arrowhead.” This task force (TF) was not created for a long-term 
mission, but instead was designed to allow the Canadian military to quickly put a 
“footprint” into a crisis area.177 “Arrowhead will be the precursor to a larger SOTF 
if needed,” Day explained.178 He stated CSOR would be responsible for creating the 
necessary command team to co-ordinate the response to an international crisis or 
mission. However, the task force would be able to draw from personnel in various 
CANSOFCOM units as needed, and those assigned to TF Arrowhead would be on 
24/7 alert to deploy.179

The continuing nuance of CANSOFCOM as the fourth service was also advanced 
when, on 4 February 2008, the CDS granted Honour Bearing status to JTF 2 and 
CSOR. This honour is “afforded to combatant units whose functional purpose is 
to close with and conquer, neutralize or destroy the enemy as an effective fighting 
force. Only combatant military units are entitled to be publicly recognized for ac-
tive participation in battle against a formed and armed enemy through the award 
of battle honours and honorary distinctions.”180 Moreover, the CDS also approved 
that the 1st Canadian Special Service Battalion (better known as the Canadian com-
ponent of the FSSF) be perpetuated by CSOR. This award meant that CSOR would 
carry the battles honours of the FSSF from the Second World War.181 

Meanwhile, as CANSOFCOM was busy standing up and dealing with its initial 
growing pains, the JTF 2 SOTF was back in Afghanistan since 2005, supporting 
OEF. Although originally committed for only a year, the mandate was continually 
extended up until the end of combat operations in 2011. Their mission, however, 
remained largely unchanged. General Hillier affirmed that Canadian SOF had 
established a presence on Afghanistan battlefields and that they were effectively 
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disrupting the Taliban leadership.182 He declared, “What we want to do is take out 
the [Taliban] commanders who are engaged in orchestrating, facilitating, paying, 
leading, planning and driving folks to attack us or attack the Afghans or attack 
the innocent.” He added, “And our special forces are focused very much on that. 
... I said, during a recent speech, that we had removed from the battlefield six 
commanders who were responsible for the deaths of 21 Canadian soldiers.” Hillier 
declared, “Well that’s changed. We’ve removed seven commanders who have been 
responsible for the deaths of 27 soldiers.”183

“Precision SOF.”

Canadian scholars have reinforced Hillier’s assertions. A team studying operations 
in Kandahar province noted, “insurgent operations in 2007 were increasingly char-
acterized by lack of co-ordination and poor planning, which could be attributed 
to the growing effectiveness of ISAF’s Special Operations Forces.” They explained, 
“SOF units from all ISAF contributor nations in the south were pooled for the task 
of arresting known bomb-making cell leaders, drug lords, and a legal case pre-
pared for their arrest, Canadian (and other ISAF) SOF troops would be deployed 
to apprehend the suspect. As often as not, if the target was a Tier 1 Taliban leader, 

Artwork by Silvia Pecota
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he would try to shoot his way out, with predictable results. Consequently, Taliban 
command-and-control capacity in the south in 2007 was less effective than the  
previous fall.”184

In addition, conventional commanders also spoke to the influence CANSOF was 
exerting in theatre. A Canadian battle group commander noted the impressive ef-
fect SOF had on his area of operations in Kandahar. “The SOF strikes had a chilling 
effect on the Taliban. In one strike they killed an important leader and 16 of his 
fighters. The Taliban leadership in Kandahar City felt a lot of pressure from SOF. 
They were moving every day so we saw a reduction in activity. They [Taliban] were 
being disrupted – they were on the move, on the run.”185 

“Creating Capability.”

And this result was exactly the effect the CDS expected from his CANSOF SOTF. 
“Without the proactive operations necessary to precisely track [Taliban leaders] lo-
cate them and attack them,” General Hillier insisted, “they with their forces would 
still be trying to kill us.”186 And so, as the campaign in the Canadian theatre of op-
erations evolved from 2005 to 2011, so too did the specific CANSOF tasks, as well 
as their tactics, techniques and procedures, to ensure that the standing CANSOF 
SOTF in Afghanistan provided the necessary effects to support the ongoing  

Artwork by Katherine Taylor
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counter-insurgency efforts. CANSOF’s efforts in Afghanistan would later earn 
them the MND’s Award for Operational Excellence in 2011.

Afghanistan proved to be the catalyst for growth and maturation for several 
CANSOFCOM units. For example, When 427 Sqn was re-designated 427 SOAS in 
February 2006, “B” Flight remained the dedicated specialist organization respon-
sible for supporting JTF 2 in the domestic counter-terrorism role, while “A” Flt 
provided general aviation support to the Command. At this time, both the CAF 
and the Command saw 427 SOAS operating only in a domestic role. However, 
operational requirements in the Afghan theatre of operations eventually forced a 
paradigm shift. Through innovation and adaptability, 427 SOAS developed an ex-
peditionary capability. By 2009, 427 SOAS pilots and flight crew were flying MI-17 
HiP helicopters in direct support of the CANSOFCOM SOTF in theatre and they 
continued to do so until the end of Canadian combat operations in Afghanistan 
in 2011. The operational tour of duty was only the first in what would become an 
expeditionary capability that has been exercised in the United States, Jamaica and 
Iraq, as well as in multiple countries in North-West Africa.

427 SOAS flying contracted Mi17 HiP helicopters in Afghanistan.

Similarly, Afghanistan provided the crucible for the newly minted SOF unit. CSOR 
personnel initially supported CANSOFCOM missions, developing and honing 

CANSOFCOM
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their individual and collective skills. They led their first autonomous SOTF in the-
atre in 2008. They progressed into carrying out mobility patrols and developing 
their niche in Special Warfare, working “By, With and Through” indigenous Afghan 
forces. During the war, CSOR personnel undertook training and mentoring of 
Afghan National Security Forces. Specifically, they mentored Afghan Special Forces 
Commandos, Afghan National Army “Toofan” (Storm Troopers) and the Afghan 
National Police Provincial Response Team – Kandahar. All went on to distinguish 
themselves in combat against armed insurgent groups. In addition, CSOR person-
nel also conducted Village Stability Operations (VSO).

This Special Forces persona continued on return to Canada. CSOR worked with 
Jamaican Defence Force Personnel, military forces in Malaysia and Belize, as well as 
armed forces in African countries such as Mali, Niger and Chad. Its focus on mili-
tary assistance and training with other militaries solidified its identity as a Special 
Forces unit. 

CANSOF operators conducting training for Afghan commandos.

       CANSOFCOM
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CANSOF operator conducting training with partnered Mauritanian 
Armed Forces personnel.

Activities certainly did not slow down for the Command following the Canadian 
withdrawal from combat operations in Afghanistan in 2011. Continual internal 
evolution, as well as a high tempo in domestic and international exercises, opera-
tions and tasks kept the Command in constant motion. 

In 2010, the ever-increasing complexity of the skills and the need for effective stew-
ardship of the CJIRU operators prompted the Unit, which was in a constant state 
of evolution due to the dynamic contemporary security environment, to develop 
a unique CBRN military occupation for the CAF. It maintained a hectic schedule 
and deployed domestically and internationally, including the lead for a SOTF in 
Jordan in 2012. Through its continual evolution it earned its place as a leader in its 
field, and it became a highly valued member by both its interagency partners and 
international allies. 

       CANSOFCOM
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CJIRU operators conduct a site exploitation.

Another major inflection point in 2010 was the creation of the CANSOFCOM 
Professional Development Centre, which was later renamed the Education & 
Research Centre (ERC). The creation of the ERC, whose mission is “to support the 
professional development framework within the Command in order to continually 
develop and enhance the cognitive capacity of CANSOFCOM personnel,” signalled 
the Command’s realization that to continue to ensure operational success in the 
complex, ambiguous and dynamic contemporary and future security environments 
requires investment in the cognitive development of its members.187 After all, the 
foundation of SOF operational capability is the human platform and is emphasized 
through cognitive strength allowing for critical thinking, innovation, adaptation 
and problem solving within the context of a broad spectrum of conflict. This educa-
tion and training allows SOF personnel to develop and employ specific skills during 
mission execution, contextualize the operational and strategic effects achieved by 
their missions and rapidly operationalize new equipment and technologies.

       CANSOFCOM
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CSOTC Crest.

Two years later, in 2012, the Command continued its growth with the establish-
ment of the Canadian Special Operations Training Centre (CSOTC). Its mission is 
to educate, train and develop CANSOFCOM personnel to support the Command’s 
operational outputs. Notably, its continually evolving nature has given it many at-
tributes of an actual CANSOF warfare centre. The concept of a specialized training 
centre was embedded in the Command’s original concept of operations in 2006 but 
was not created due to ongoing combat operations in Afghanistan.

Originally created with only a small cadre of experienced CANSOFCOM person-
nel, CSOTC focused on a handful of courses designed to provide a common entry 
point for Command support personnel, as well as some specific technical skills 
training. However, CSOTC continued to expand its individual courseware offerings 
in a progressive manner while absorbing additional institutional responsibilities 
such as recruiting, lessons learned, human performance and individual training 
authorities. As such, the centre integrates pan-Command lessons learned, simula-
tion, skills requirements and cultural values into courseware in order to maximize 
operational effectiveness.

In fact, CSOTC now provides the governance for all individual training, including 
training safety, conducted within the Command. As such, it is responsible to super-
vise and monitor all individual training across CANSOFCOM while conducting 
all CANSOFCOM common individual training. The institutional responsibilities 
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that the CSOTC carries out are achieved through a unique blend of experienced 
CANSOFCOM operators and specialists with CAF personnel in key roles. In 2016, 
the ERC was housed under the framework of the CSOTC to give it an academic 
engine capable of delivering university level education, research and publications.

Throughout the growth of CANSOFCOM, the tempo of operations continued un-
abated. CANSOFCOM assets were involved in the non-combatant evacuation of 
Canadian personnel from Libya during the revolution in February 2011, as well as 
the NATO intervention under Operation Odyssey Dawn (within the auspices of 
UNSCR 1973) in support of anti-Gaddafi opposition movement and the return of 
the Canadian Head of Mission (HoM) in August.  

The Command also maintained its global military assistance and training missions 
throughout this period in locations such as the Caribbean, Central and South 
America, across a number of African nations in the trans-Sahel and North African 
regions, as well as Malaysia. Importantly, it also participated in the Coalition effort 
against the Islamic State (IS) or Daesh in Iraq. 

The rise of Daesh in 2013, one of the many consequences of the Syrian Civil War 
that began two years prior, quickly had reverberating effects throughout the Middle 
East and the World. By end July 2014, Daesh effectively controlled a large swath 
of territory that stretched from the eastern edge of Aleppo, in Syria, to Fallujah 
in western Iraq, including Mosul to the North. Moreover, Daesh also began an 
aggressive campaign of bombing and assassinations in Baghdad itself. Its success 
and territorial gains led al-Baghdadi, the Daesh leader, to proclaim the creation 
of the Caliphate on 29 June 2014 in Mosul, which simply put, was a declaration 
that al-Baghdadi was now the spiritual leader of all Islam, a claim that was largely 
dismissed by the Muslim and Western world. 

As of September 2014, analysts estimated that approximately eight million people 
were under Daesh control and that the terror organization possessed anywhere 
from 40,000 square kilometres (km) to 90,000 square km (i.e. the size of Belgium 
and Jordan respectively) of Syria and Iraq.188 Although Daesh made graphically 
public their terror tactics and disregard for humanity, few politicians or their pub-
lics had a stomach for military intervention that cost both national blood and trea-
sure.  Most were satisfied to let the troubles in the Middle East fester with minimal 
interference. However, the continuing ruthless, savage and extremely violent nature 
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of Daesh eventually pushed the international community into action. The terrorist 
organization publicly embraced, through videos, photos and publications, their 
brutal character highlighting their actions of indiscriminate kidnap, rape, torture, 
bombing and murder. 

Neutralizing Daesh positions threatening Iraqi partnered forces in 
Northern Iraq.

It was the beheading of the journalist James Foley that marked the first time Daesh 
had killed an American citizen since the Syrian conflict erupted in March 2011. This 
action became the proverbial straw that broke the camel’s back. Ironically, many 
experts believed the gruesome video actually fuelled the popularity of the extremist 
organization and helped recruit more foreign fighters to its cause.189 This beheading 
was followed by two other beheadings, one of another American journalist and 
the other a British aid worker, in September 2014. These killings, combined with 
Daesh’s seemingly unstoppable pursuit of grabbing more territory finally crossed 
the threshold of Western international intervention.

       CANSOFCOM
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On 24 September 2014, President Barak Obama announced to the UN General 
Assembly that Daesh was a “network of death that must be destroyed.”190 He had 
already launched Operation Inherent Resolve and assembled a 22 international 
coalition to eradicate Daesh. On 11 August 2014, the Canadian Government di-
rected the CDS to join the international effort to provide airlift for humanitarian 
supplies to the crisis in Iraq. On 4 September, CANSOFCOM deployed a small 
team to provide the Government of Canada “with an assessment from the ground 
on the situation.”191 By early October the CDS had authorized, under Operation 
Impact, the deployment of a larger SOTF to “advise and assist, and on order ac-
company host nation forces in order to improve security in Iraq.”192 In addition, 
the Government authorized the deployment of a number of aircraft including six 
fighter jets, an aerial refuelling plane, and two Aurora surveillance aircraft to assist 
with the Coalition bombing campaign.  

Working with partnered forces in Northern Iraq.

       CANSOFCOM
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The CANSOF SOTF was responsible for advising and assisting both the Iraqi 
Security Forces (ISF), as well as advising and assisting the Kurdistan Security 
Forces (KSF) and training the KSF and Peshmerga forces. By late November 2015, 
the SOTF was in place supporting the respective forces. CANSOF forces became 
instrumental in assisting their partner forces to blunt Daesh attacks in eastern Iraq 
in late 2016, and subsequently roll them back to Mosul, where CANSOF snipers set 
a world record by killing a Daesh insurgent, who was in the process of attacking an 
ISF position, at an amazing 3,540 metres. 

And so, twelve years into its existence, steeped in a rich special operations legacy, 
CANSOFCOM has proven itself as an integral national capability. It has conducted 
operations domestically and around the world and throughout has demonstrat-
ed a high level of professionalism and expertise. It has provided DND and the 
Government of Canada a unique capability that is unmatched elsewhere in the 
CAF or any other governmental department.  “I think it is fair to say the worth of 
Canada’s Special Forces has been so completely proven to the chain of command 
– the Canadian Forces and the government of Canada – that the question is not, 
‘Does it survive? What is its structure?” opined Lieutenant-General Day, but rather, 
“the question is, ‘How much do we want it to grow by?’”193 The Canadian National 
Security Advisor, Richard Fadden, agreed. “The Growth of SOF,” he told a large 
conference crowd, “is inevitable.”194

These were not empty words. They were reinforced by others. General Hillier 
confirmed that “our special forces are the tools of choice.” He affirmed, “They 
are in incredible demand. Our special forces are world class.”195 Similarly, retired 
Lieutenant-General Michael Gauthier, a former commander of the Canadian 
Expeditionary Command, declared, “There is not a more tactically agile capability 
in the world.”  He insisted, “They are as good as any in the world, and what they 
do is function effectively in chaotic and complex environments.”196 A former CDS, 
Vice-Admiral Larry Murray asserted, “I don’t know where we would be today if we 
didn’t develop that [SOF] capability back in the 1990s.”197

Another former CDS also agreed. General Walter Natynczyk praised the work of 
the country’s SOF and stated, “they’ve proven their worth during the past 17 years 
in war zones from Bosnia to Afghanistan.”198 Natyncyk affirmed, “The units [SOF] 
will remain essential in the future [since] we see that irregular warfare, the coun-
terinsurgency we are seeing in Afghanistan, is occurring and could occur in other 
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parts of the world.” He noted, “The one strong aspect of special forces is that it is 
very surgical in nature. They need a high level of ... competence.”199 Another CDS, 
General Tom Lawson reinforced these accolades. “CANSOF,” he asserted, “is one of 
Canada’s most trusted institutions. It fills gaps no-one else is able to.”200

As previously mentioned, on 1 September 2011, the MND bestowed a new award 
on CANSOFCOM, namely the Minister of National Defence Award for Operational 
Excellence. This award given in recognition of exceptional performance, profes-
sionalism and tremendous dedication in the conduct of operations in support to 
Canada’s national effort in Afghanistan over the past decade. The then MND, Peter 
MacKay, later acknowledged, “In the volatile world in which we live, that Special 
Forces capability is extremely important in your arsenal of national defence and 
your ability to contribute internationally.”201

High Altitude parachute descent.

       CANSOFCOM
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The MND’s words ring true. Throughout Canada’s history, the national special 
operations legacy has demonstrated its saliency to the nation. From the earliest 
Ranger Tradition, through the Second World War and the Cold War, to the current 
campaign against terrorism, Canada’s special operations capability has proven to 
be amongst the best in the world. CANSOFCOM continues this tradition at home 
and on the front lines in Iraq and other trouble spots around the world. Moreover, 
it continues to evolve and adapt to meet the future threats to the nation. In the 
end, the Command lives the words of its motto – “Viam Inveniemus”/“We will find  
a way.”

Maritime Counter-Terrorism exercise.

       CANSOFCOM
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: 

Historically, Special Operations Forces (SOF) have been largely in the shadows,  

not only by the nature of what they do, but also because the conventional  

military never really accepted them as a mainstream capability. This changed  

dramatically in the post-9/11 era due to the employment of SOF in the war  

on terror in Afghanistan, Iraq and throughout the globe. This shift into the 

light has been exemplified in the Canadian experience. While, importantly, this  

nation has conducted “special operations” since its inception, many, if not most,  

Canadians remain unaware of this rich history. We Will Find a Way: The Canadian 

Special Operations Legacy addresses this deficit by providing a historical glimpse  

of Canada’s special operations experience and, in so doing, helps to expose  

the foundation of contemporary special operations which are rooted in the 

achievements of the individuals and organizations that paved their way.
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